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Annan Reveals Vision for World Peacekeeping 
U.N. Secretary-General Receives Jit Tramor Award Before Capacity Crowd in ICC 
By REBECCA SINDERBRAND 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Every one of the United Nations’ Security Council 
members must be prepared to pay its share of peace- 
keeping costs “promptly, and in full,” according to U.N. 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Annan addressed the 
future of United Nations peacekeeping in a speech at 
Georgetown University Tuesday night. 

The secretary-general, who has maintained a working 
relationship with the United States often strained by 
differences of opinion on how best to deal with Iraqi 
president Saddam Hussein, gave his remarks in accept- 
ing the Institute for the Study of Diplomacy’s Jit Trainor 
Award. The award is given by the Georgetown program 
to an individual who has demonstrated “distinction the 
conduct of diplomacy.” 

Annan delineated his vision of the U.N.’s role in 
stemming conflict around the world and needled the 
United States about its failure to pay its back dues to that 
body, now estimated at about $1 billion. 

Donald F. McHenry, a former U.S. ambassador to the 
United Nations who now teaches undergraduate and 
graduate classes at Georgetown, called the United States 

a ‘““deadbeat” nation in his statement introducing Annan. 
The secretary-general took the podium and responded, 
“Just remember, you used the word, not me. Deadbeat.” 

The soft-spoken Annan, an M.I.T. graduate who is a 
veteran of over three decades at the United Nations and 
the first secretary-general to be drawn from the ranks of 
the international civil service, then launched into an im- 

passioned and detailed defense of international peace- 
keeping in general, and U.N. peacekeeping in particular. 

The capacity crowd in ICC Auditorium enthusiasti- 
cally applauded throughout his speech, and gave him 
several standing ovations. But his remarks seemed di- 
rected to an audience outside the Auditorium and ten 
minutes down Pennsylvania Avenue. 
Annan said that he would always be “haunted” by the 

U.N. s failure to halt the genocide in Rwanda in the mid- 
1990s that ultimately claimed over a million lives and 
created a tide of refugees that flooded and destabilized 
surrounding nations. Annan said he now believes that the 
peacekeeping force was withdrawn “at the very moment 
itshould have been reinforced.” 

The reason for the action was a lack of will on the part 
of Security Council members, said Annan. “[Words are 

oflittle value] unless we are sure that next time we will act 

differently.” Next time, he said, “We must not wait for 

hindsight to tell us the wisest course.” 
Annan pointed to a “precipitous” decline in U.N. 

peacekeepers worldwide between 1994 and 1998, from 
nearly 80,000 to around 14,000. While the number of 
peacekeepers (U.N. or other) overall remains fairly 
constant, the real issue, says Annan, is U.N. involvement. 

NATO has provided a “model peacekeeping force” in 
Bosnia, according to Annan. But he pointed out that most 
regional organizations are not capable of providing 
NATO’sresources or expertise. Itis essential that peace- 
keeping operations rise to that level, he said, because 

See ANNAN, »r. 5 
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Kofi Annan spoke on his ideas for the future of the United Nations and NATO in a talk Tuesday night. 
  

    
  

Students’ Break Plans Canceled 
Reasons Remain Unclear for Cutting of 64 Students’ Trips 

  

University Wire: http:// 
www.uwire.com 

GU Rescinds 

Med Center 

Pay Policy 
By ANDY AMEND 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Georgetown has rescinded a suspended Medical 
Center faculty compensation plan that gave rise to 
faculty complaints more than a yearagoandled toa 
faculty lawsuit filed against the university lastmonth. 
The policy, created in an attempt to curb financial 
losses at the Medical Center, had partially tied the 
salaries of faculty to the amount of money faculty 
members broughtin, interms of outside grants. 

University President Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J. and 
the Georgetown Board of Directors made the decision 
together. They also directed the Medical Center Com- 
prehensive Review Team to develop anew Medical 
Center pay policy. 
Bothmovesarein line with last week’srecommen- 

dations by the Medical Center Comprehensive Re- 
view Team, which was created last fall to review 

modifications to the policy in light of a financial and 
budgetary analysis of the Medical Center. 

O’Donovan and the Board made their decisions 
during this week’s meeting of the Board of Directors 
andannounced theminapressrelease Thursday night. 

Pharmacology professor Karen Gale, a faculty 
plaintiff, praised the rescinding of the policy, saying, 
“It’sabsolutely tobe commended.” However, she said 
faculty members would continue with their lawsuit 
short of some reassurance by the university thatany 
new payment would be optional for current faculty 

members. 

The lawsuitclaims thatthe university violated the 
principles of tenure by implementing the rescinded 
policy and failing to abide by its own process for 
redressing grievances. Galeand Robert Glazer of the 
Pharmacology Departmentreleased a position state- 
ment Thursday nightonbehalf of the faculty plaintiffs 
thatoutlined the faculty’s charges. 

The statement has three main points, the first of - 

which holds that “tenure represents acontinuing con- 

tractual agreement... . that cannotbe abrogated, other 

thanin cases of disciplinary action. One major pointin 
theoriginal faculty complaint, filed with thenniversityin 
December 1997, was thatthe new policy wasimposed 

ratherthanelective, meaning faculty members did not 
have a choice to accept the plan. 

The imposition of anew pay policy in this fashion, 
Galesaid, represents a unilateral move on the part of 
the university to alter tenured professors’ contracts, 
and therefore violates the principles of tenure. 

Facultymembershavealsosaid thatby tying salaries 
in part to the procurement of outside grants, the new 
pay policy violated the financial security inherent in 
tenure. 

The school, however, has stated that the rescinded 
See MED CENTER, r. 6 

GU Peace Action Protests Landmines 
By Joe HARTEN 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Georgetown University Peace Action planned an entire week of 

eventsthisweekinsupportofthe International Landmine Ban Treaty. 

By Tim HAGGERTY 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Their trip was planned early and paid forin 
full—they thought they weretwo weeks away 
from spring break in Jamaica. Butlast Friday 
night, 64 seniors found outtheir tripshad been 

canceled — and no one knows why. 
! Matteo Gallo’s (MSB 99) reservations 

‘were booked and paid for before Thanks- 
giving. Until last Friday night, he thought 
everything was taken care of. 

Butthatevening, he received a call from 
the company thathad sold him his vacation 
package informing his trip was going to take 
place. Answers why have been hard to find. 

Behind the cancellations is a confused 

story involving three travel companies. 
The students had booked their trips with 

Island Tours, which “acts a middleman,” 

between customers and other travel pack- 
age distributors, according to company rep- 

| resentative Heather Rabinovitch. 
‘ Another company, Sun Splash Tours, is 

the self-described biggest outlet for Jamaica 
packages. Island Tours buys its packages 
from Sun Splash, she said. 

  
  

  
  

Sun Splash Tours canceled the students’ 
trips, according to Rabinovitch and another 
Island Tours representative, Michael 

Erickson. 
Sun Splash Tours has not issued any 

comment. Last Wednesday, two days be- 
fore students learned of the cancellation, 

Sun Splash Tours told Island Tours *‘that we 
cannot accommodate these people,” ac- 
cording to Mike Erickson. 
However, Sun Splash representative 

Tarek El-Heneidi denied thathis company 
had any relationship with Island Tours. 

He also said he was unsure of any rela- 
tionship between Sun Splash and Surf and 
Sun Tours, Island’s brother company. Is- 
land purchases packages from Sun Splash 
through Surf and Sun, Rabinovitch said. 

“They [Island Tours] are trying to place 
blame,” El-Heneidi said. 

Adding to the confusion, students claim 
to have been told by Island Tours that the 
reason their trips were cancelled were not 
because of the tour companies but because 
ofthe airlines. 

This leftIsland Tours with “ourhands. .. 
completely tied,” Rabinovitch said. On Fri- 

  

day night, the company called the students to 
inform that they could not goto Jamaica with 
Island Tours. 

Erickson said, “We can only speculate” 

asto why the triphad been cancelled by Sun 
Splash, but that students had been awarded 
full refunds at the original purchase price, 
which ranged from about $750 to $850, at 

aloss to Island Tours. 
Brian O’Connor (MSB ’99) received 

one of the first phone calls from Island 
Tours. On Friday, around 6:00 p.m., he said 

anIsland Tours representative told him his 
flighthad been canceled by Air Jamaica. 

Bradlee Malcolm, arepresentative of Air 

Jamaica, said thatno flights have been can- 

celed for March 6, the day that students 

plannedtoleave. 
Itis possible that the travel company had 

chartered a flight, and canceled it when it 

was underbooked, Malcolm said. How- 

ever, he said that Air Jamaica is a strictly 

scheduled airline and charters no flights. 
Furthermore, O’Connor said that his 

group had been assured by Island Tours that 
they were not scheduled fora charter flight. 

See SPRING BREAK, ». 6 
  

OnMonday, Red Square became the site of asimulated mine field, 
andthemovie “Small Targets” was shown. Students passing through 
Red Square Tuesday and Wednesday were urged to sign a banner 
asking UN Secretary General Kofi Annan and the UN tostepuptheir 
de-miningefforts and a petitionto President Clinton. A presentation 
featuring victims of landmines was the highlight of Thursday. Speak- 
ers were Loung Ung, a former child soldier for Khmer Rouge, 
Georgetown graduate student Ken Rutherford, alandmine victim, 
and Irvin Axelrod, an army veteran and President of the Washington 
Amputee Association. On Monday, March 1, the day the Interna- 

tional Landmine Ban Treaty will gointo effect without US support, a 
rally atthe White House is planned. 

Peace Action came up with theideain January whenitlearned the 
Landmine Treaty would gointoeffectMarch 1 and thatthe U.S. was 
not one of the 135 signees, according to Peace Action event 
organizer Amber Waldref (COL 99). 

Currently, between 60 and 70 million landmines are planted in 68 

countries with 100 million more stockpiled, according to the Interna- 
tional Campaign to Ban Landmines. 

The group hopes to give a petition with over 500 signatures from 
the Georgetown community to President Clinton, inefforttoconvince 
himtosignofthetreaty. 
“Wehave been amazed atthe amount of people that want to sign 

our petition,” Waldrefsaid, “They have been talking intelligently 
abouttheissueand giving theirown opinion.” 

Red Square acted as a focal point for undermining landmine 
See MINES, ». 6 
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GU Peace Action decorated Red Square with signs 
such as these for its week in protest of land mines. 
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e Lauryn Hill won five Grammys last night. 

See Dash Robinson’s review in The Guide, page 1G. 

* Men’s basketball survives a close game 

vs. Rutgers. See Sports, page 10. 

» Continued landmine use raises a number 
of ethical questions. See Viewpoint, page 3. 
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Exorcism Necessary 

For Parking Lot Near Exxon 
Last Saturday night, a shooting occurred in 

the parking lot between the Car Barn and the 

Exxon station (THE Hoya, “Two Injured in Shoot- 

ing Near Campus,” Feb. 23, page 1). Unfortu- 

nately, this surprises no one who has walked 

down the Exorcist steps. These days, there are 

more things to be frightened of at the bottom of 
the steps than a movie plot. 

Each night, the lot between the Car Barn 

becomes a haven for hooligans. Loitering around 

the bottom of the stairs, this crew of teenagers 

creates an atmosphere far too perilous to be 

ignored. The overwhelming amount of graffiti 

alone hints at how dangerous a place the Car 

Barn lot is. If these loiterers have that much 

time on their hands, imagine what they could do 

when the spray paint runs out. 

One example that perfectly depicts the envi- 

ronment around the Exxon Station occurred last 

year. A parked Ford Probe was left in front of the 

wall of graffiti. Over the next few months, the car 

was completely stripped, from its tires to its 

seats. Criminal activity is ignored so much near 

the Car Barn that it can go unhindered for months 

without anyone bothering to stop it. 

Unfortunately, this situation cannot be ig- 

nored. The Exxon station, Georgetown’s nearest 

24-hour convenience store, is next to the parking 

lot where the group congregates. To get to the 

supposedly accessible Exxon station, students 

must walk past the herd at the bottom of the 
Exorcist stairs. Alone, or even in a group of two 

or three, this is a tremendous safety risk. 

In reality, there is no excuse for this risk to 

exist. The Metropolitan Police can easily move a 

block and a half from their regular stomping 

ground at the Cheesesteak Factory to the Exxon 

station. All they have to do is sit there. If that’s 

too much for the police to handle, driving by 

every hour or so to clear the loiterers out would 

« suffice. All it takes is some preventive action 

and the group will scatter. 

It’s unlikely, however, that Metro officers will 

perform this duty on their own. Therefore, the 

university administration should put pressure on 

Metro to eliminate these safety problems. After 

all, it is Georgetown students who walk up and 

down these steps in the wee hours of the morn- 

ing. If the university truly cares about the safety 

of its students, then it should try to correct this 

undesirable situation. 

Georgetown also has a vested interest in 

getting rid of the unwanted elements loitering 

around the Car Barn parking lot. The university 

is the primary tenant of the office space in the 

Car Barn. As such, it is only reasonable that the 

university should want to keep the adjoining lot 

safe for its employees and students alike. 

Every one of us learned as a child to keep our 

yards clean. As off campus residents, students 

who live in the surrounding neighborhoods have 

to make sure the alleys by their houses are kept 

clear. We have all been taught to take responsi- 

bility for our property. The administration should 

do the same. 

The university administration should learn the 

lesson we all have learned; clean your yard. 

Something needs to be done when people are 

being shot just 100 feet below student class- 

rooms and dorms. While improvement have 

been made to the Car Barn’s Prospect Street 

entrance, itis obvious that the university should 

put some effort into cleaning up the parking lot 

below for the safety of its students. 

Putting the best spin on a potentially life- 

threatening situation, there is one good thing 

about the situation at the bottom of the Exorcist 

steps. If another demon-possessed priest flies out 

a window and takes a tumble down the stairs, at 
least the group of teenagers loitering below will 

break his fall. The students of Georgetown 

probably won't be that lucky. 
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421 Leavey 
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' Friday, February 26, 1999 

The Intern Experience 
OOKING AT INTERNSHIPS HERE IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL? YOU MIGHT HAVE 
D.C. connections hooking you up with a cushy position, but if you don’t, 
thealternative iseasy.Gotoyour Career Center, hitup www. jobtrak.com, 

or call your congressperson’s office for a position. These resources should be 
enough to weasel your way into something good. 

It’s that simple. Internships are adime a dozen in the District. But buyer beware: 
The D.C. internship isn’t about résumé building or experience or pay. It’s all 
about improvisation, making the best out of a ramshackle good time. 
Working for your congressman is nice-y and all, but regular interns make no 

money. They rarely see their hotshot bosses. One Ted Kennedy intern I talked to 
said she never saw her beached senator all summer. Other interns forge signatures 
for their esteemed bosses. 

If this is how it works, why work here at all? Here’s one reason I discovered: 

JEFF DEM ARTINO 
Salad Days 

  

     

  

Yep, that’s me and Marion. Need I say more? Honirepam 
The people you work with are chill, too — they re your age and they usually 

know how to have a good time. Offices also tend to have “that guy.” You know, 
the one who stays late, asks too many questions and plots daily to make you look 
bad. Group meetings with him are unbearable. He manages to hog the bosses’ 
attention with superfluous blow-speak, stressing the details in HR 263 [some- 
thing about the haggis industry] or asking about the development of a geopolitical 
methodology to help combat socioeconomic stratification. 

Want to silence this guy? After another one of his fawning soliloquies, recoil 
in disbelief. Irrelevant of the topic, ask: “So you’re saying you support slavery?” 

That ought to shut him up. 
It’s all worth it when you consider the celebrity experience. Washington is 

now, more than ever, about its people. If you want to get a taste of the greatest 
show inthe world, walkinto a Senate Judiciary Committee meeting. Buddies Ted 
Kennedy (D-Masachusetts), Joe Biden (D-Delaware), Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) 

and their miraculously virile sidekick Strom Thurmond (R-South Carolina) join 
handsinone of the mostbizarre spectacles you’llever catch. These guys B.S. their 
way through meetings like kids who haven’t done the reading. They don’t know 
athing. And yet you admire their perseverance, their ability to overcome election 
after election, their ideological stands, their geopolitical methodology ... some- 
thing like that. I couldn’t begin to tell you what they’ ve done. Didn’t Thurmond 
father a kid at 88? ; 

You already know that D.C. isn’t the sort of international melting pot you had 
expected, and the summer only introduces you to more people like yourself. This 
city has about as much flava as Fajita Night at Applebee’s. The only true 
“international” types in this city work in the service industry. The best bet for 
cross-pollination happens at happy hour watering holes. 

At night you will go to these bars, too, swilling suds and bumping greased 
elbows with your peers. Drinking is the social hub of your D.C. internship, even 
eclipsing your day job in terms of rigor, ribaldry and rivalry. Alcohol can bring 
outthe worstkind of hyper-competitiveimpulsesininterns. Some Yale whitebread 
will try to convince you that New Haven is “dope,” while you flirt with some 
Wellesley girl who asks you your name: 

“It’s Smiley. Smiley Van Landingham,” you tell her. “You can call me Ernie.” 
Then there’s the Dartmouth guy next to youtat the bar, trying to impress you 

with the factthathe’s an analyst forthe IRS. After his fifth drink he’s slumped over 
the same bar, trying to impress you with the fact that he once drank his own urine 
— “It was surreal, man.” He might do it again fonigh. 
“Wanna stop by?” No thanks. = = 
After the bars, you might 20 to a house party: the Bois of intern Soda , 

Conversation compares to that of bar-talk, except the fact that Mr. Dartmouth is 
now passed out on the couch, save for moments of clarity where he patches 
together his memory of watching every episode of “Jake and the Fatman.” 

Most other interns understand the whole awkward conversation dance, too. 
Some of the best moments are spent around the water cooler or the keg, getting 
wistful over catching Trent Lott’s (R-Mississippi) eye or ditching the office early 
for nine holes and a brew. But when these impromptu conversations dismiss, the 

focus returns to nebulous banter or shameless plugging. Everybody shares the 
same work experience, but they have different homes and schools and rallying 
points. It’s hard to break through. 

But no matter — it’s all good! You'll find the people you work with, some gal 
~ you recognize from high school or a guy from your crew at school. And you’ll 

all sit around, share a moment or two and talk about that virile Strom Thurmond. 
  

Salad Days appears every other Friday in THE Hoya. 
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The Politics of Landmines 
  

: Rob Cimperman 
  

0, IF THE OPPOSITE OF ‘PRO’ IS “CON,” WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF ‘PROG 

Yet again, the United States is falling short of its leadership role i 
RESS?” YOU GUESSED IT. 

n a major global crisis. 
There are an estimated 60 million landmines in 60 countries around the world. In Cambodia, 

the majority of the victims of these weapons of war are women who are scavenging for firewood in 
the forests around their villages. This shows that these weapons are more effective at debilitating the 
civilian populations of the very countries that have a dire need to develop. 

On March 1, the Ottawa Convention Landmine Ban Treaty will go into effect, committing the 
133 signatory nations to put their foot down and refuse to produce, use, transfer or stockpile these 
hidden killers, They are just not worth the terror they cause. Why is the superpower United States 
again in the company of the “rogue states” in its refusal of this convention? We have justifications. 
Publicly, the need for landmines to secure the Korean demilitarized zone is too important to give 
up. Butprivately, Bill Clinton (SES *68) told the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize recipient, Bobby Muller, 
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff are afraid of the slippery slope of popular opinion removing weapons 
from their arsenal. Clinton cannot afford to break from the Joint Chiefs at this time, according to 

a meeting between Muller and Georgetown Peace Action on Feb. 5. This is the true reason that 
26,000 people are blown up each year. 

Clinton sought to undermine the Landmine Ban Treaty by insisting on amendments that would 
give the United States an out in times of war, delay the implementation of the treaty an additional 
nine years and exempt certain types of landmines. When his amendments failed, Clinton conceded 
that he may sign onto the treaty in six more years, but only if an alternative to landmines can be 
developed. His optimistic estimate is to have the majority of landmines removed from the ground - 
by 2010. By then, not only will Clinton and Gore be long out of office, but an additional quarter 
of a million people will have been killed or maimed. 

The costs, however, do not stop there. For every landmine buried, it costs anywhere from $300 
to $1,000 to remove. For every landmine survivor, prosthetic limbs cost over $3,000. The 
rebuilding of war-torn areas has been greatly retarded by the mines. Medical treatment for the 
victims and general food and supplies cannot even be transported into the most desperate areas via 
the unusable roads. Millions of acres of agricultural land have been rendered unusable by 
minefields in primarily agricultural societies. Tourism, economic development and foreign 
investment are virtually impossible in the areas that need it most. - 

I'hope the “War Department” appreciates its toys. They are contrary to every notion of defense, 
liberty, life and happiness for which America stands. How much lo 
contradiction? The whole world will be watching on March 1. 

nger can we live this 

  

Rob Cimperman is a senior in the McDonough School of Business.   
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Black Power: The 

Struggle Continues 
James Harris 

A Brack HiSToRY MONTH SWIFTLY DRAWS TO A CLOSE, IT SEEMS 

  

important to reflect on the changes that brought blacks to this point 
in history, and what some of our next steps might be. 

Just last week I was reading an article in the City Paper about the 
., diminishing interestin activism among Howard University students. It was 
such a good article that I couldn’t believe the writer was still a student. I 
found one point especially poignant; he said “Once Howard students 
wanted to change the world, now they just want a piece of it.” Unfortu- 
nately, it seems that as we find ourselves with greater access to wealth, and 

a recession of the old surface inequalities, this attitude is becoming more 
and more prevalent in the black community. 

What ever happened to the activists, young and old, who saw Black 
Power as the key to the future? That’s right, Black Power! There has been 
much fear and suspicion around this simple phrase. That’s because in 
Western Civilization “power” is used to control and demean others. Black 
Power simply refers to the black community being able to control its own 
affairs. There was a time when our main concern was building up Black 
Power. How were we going to gain control of our businesses, political 
apparatuses and educational systems? How could we keep the dollars in 
our neighborhoods and build our communities? 

I’ve heard a lot of people talk about “getting paid,” or “getting what’s 
mine,” but it’s been a long time since I heard someone talk about “giving 
back” and “getting what’s ours.” When I was in high school, all we talked 
about was how when we finished our educations we had the obligation of 
returning to our communities to help others — the way we or our parents 
before us did. I guess that was one of the follies of youth because I don’t 
hear that kind of talk anymore. Something big has been happening in the 
black community in the last two decades or so, and it hasn’t been good. 

I remember when my mother used to talk to me about the twin 
responsibilities of leadership and involvement in black issues. She used to 
tell me that her generation never blossomed to its full potential because, 
after the movements of the 60s and ’70s, they were decimated by AIDS 
and drugs. Crack was a plague that wiped out just about every black man 
whom she grew up with and many women as well. I know I have seen 
enough people whom I looked up to destroy their lives. We were left with 
ascarred community, few leaders, a weakened vision and children without 

role models. Out of that mix, and standing on the back of 400 years of our 
ancestors’ achievements and struggles, has risen a culture of apathy and 
“me first” mentality. This reasoning isn’t just confined to the educated, 
middle and upper classes of black people as might have been claimed in 
times past. This thing is pervasive. 

I’m not going to sit here and try to offer all of the solutions — I think we 
already know what we should be doing. But I'll leave off with this: When 
you tell your children about your generation, and they’re thinking about 
their friends and peers and the state of the black community, what will you 
want them to reflect on, and what part will you have played in that? 
  

James Harris is a senior in the college, a member of LEAD, the former 
president of the GU-NAAC, and a GUSA representative. 

  
Baker Scholar Program Is Georgetown’s Best Kept Secret   
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Seth Lucia 

i SOMEHOW ENDED UP AT GEORGETOWN FROM PRESTON, IDAHO. 

  

I went through the whole application process, but I didn’t 
really know what it meant — no Thanksgiving with my 

family and no skipping classes to go snowboarding or kayaking. 
When I came here, I had never been on Georgetown’s campus 
before. After all, what did the East (and Georgetown) offer that 

merited a trip, short of starting school? The idea of getting on 
aplane to visit a college would have been strange to anyone in 
my high school, my town and, most of all, my family. 

I didn’t know anyone who had graduated from 
Georgetown. I didn’t have anyone to answer my questions. 
I followed the directions on the application forms. I had to 
choose for which school I wanted to make my application, 
and I made my decision based on the name of each school. 
I didn’t really want to be a nurse, a life of “foreign service” 

sounded a little silly to me at the time and the only thing I 
knew about business was told to me by local farmers and 
ranchers complaining about the risks of summertime hail 
storms and U.S. embargoes on wheat and lentil exports to 
punish foreign countries for nuclear testing. The College of 

Arts and Sciences seemed safe enough. 
Last year, when I was a sophomore, one of my friends 

told me to watch out for a letter from the college dean’s 
office about the Baker Scholar Program. My friend Jason 
had applied for the program when he was a sophomore, and 
he urged me to do the same. 

I asked, “What’s the Baker program about, anyway?” 
Jason’s description of the program from the beginning caught 

my attention. He described the program’s general mission as 
one that exposes non-business students in the College of Arts 
and Sciences to a variety of businesses and people involved in 
these businesses. 

“But I don’t know the first thing about the business world,” 
I explained to him. 

“Doesn’t matter. The program is for sophomores in the 
college. You're notexpected to know about the business world. 
Just be interested, curious. If you can think straight, and if 
you’re a decent person, you ought to apply.” 

“What are the criteria for selection?” 
“The trustees of the program decide based on your applica- 

tion. Theyre interested in the kind of person you are. It’s not 
based purely on academic performance. A good GPA is great, 

but they try to look at a little wider picture of the applicant.” 
“What's the idea behind the program?” 
Some guy named George Baker established a program here 

to give liberal arts majors a structure to learn about business and 
have the opportunity to bring a liberal arts and humanities into 
the quantitative world of business.” 

“All right, I’1l watch forthe letter.” 

I could tell that he really wanted me to apply. He told me 
that the Baker program is Georgetown’s best kept secret. 
Now I can see why. The program has exposed me to many 
interesting businesses and many wonderful people in these 
‘businesses. We spent a couple of days in New York. I 
learned about investment banking from first year analysts 
who could really tell me about their lifestyles and the 100- 
hour weeks. I learned about trading from an ex-Baker who 
trades. One of Columbia-Tristar’s executives told us about 
his job and how he ended up there. We talked to the New 
York Times Travel editor and saw her perspective on a 
publishing business life. We had an informal discussion 
with a panel of entrepreneurs, and they explained the 
mechanics of starting a business. Most of all, I’ve seen the 

lives of many of the people who work in the business 

world, and I’ve gained a more honest picture of a business 
lifestyle than I ever would have outside of the program. 

Like me, many of the ex-Bakers in the business world 
whom I’ve met somehow ended up at Georgetown, coinci- 
dentally settled on the College of Arts and Sciences and 
somehow decided to apply to the Baker’s program. Appli- 
cations will soon be made available for sophomores in the 
college, and we in the program want the class of '01 to 
know about the program. We can’t aggressively lobby all 
the sophomores in the college, but for me it didn’t take 
much for my friend Jason to persuade me to apply. And 
once again, things worked out much better because I de- 
cided to do it. 

I somehow ended up at Georgetown from Preston, Idaho, 

and I’m glad I’m here. I’ve been able to study the subjects of my 
choice as astudentin the college. I’ ve been exposed to business 
in a way that has helped me truly understand business life 
through other people. I listened to my friend about the letter 
from the dean’s office, and he was right. The Baker Scholars 

Program is Georgetown’s best kept secret. 
  

Seth Lucia Is a junior in the college. 

  

Campus Opinion: 
Have a snowball fight i in 
Dahlgren. 

Emily Fuchs, COL ’02 

    

Think about Spring Break in Miami. 

I’m going to get some nice, clean 
snow and make some alcohol- 
laced snow cones. 

Shannon Shea, COL ’01 

Jennifer Adams, NUR 01 
Sue Kim, MSB ’01 

  

What are you going to do if it 
snows this weekend? 

dates. 

  

Go in search of our dream Dip Ball 

Yvonne So, SFS °01 
Ami Abou-Bakr, SFS ’01 

Compiled by Brian McCabe 

Go sledding. 
Liz Creelman, COL ’02 
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FROM AROUND 

THENATION 
© U. of Nebraska Participates 

in Debate over Birth Control 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, Feb. 24 — A bill that 

would have made insurance companies cover birth control 
prescriptions for women at the same level they cover Viagra 
for men was killed in legislative committee Tuesday. 

The inequality of coverage between the two prescription 
drugs opened debate along gender lines on LB845 that would 
have mandated that insurance companies cover contracep- 
tives for women such as birth control pills and diaphragms. 

“Generally there have been very few mandated benefits that 
have been successful in the committee,” said Lincoln Sen. 
David Landis after the Banking, Commerce and Insurance. 
hearing. 

Landis, who is chairman of the committee, said many 
insurance companies already offer birth control coverage. 

“There are insurance policies in the market place that have 
(contraceptive coverage) in them that people could buy if they 
wanted,” Landis said. 

Opponents of the bill, who were all men, said this type of 
mandated coverage made employers force a moral judgment 
upon their employees and would hike up insurance premiums 
for everyone. 

But the all-female proponents of the bill, sponsored by 
Omaha Sen. Deb Suttle, said equality, along with ensuring 
women’s long-term health, should be a concern of all insur- 

ance companies. 
. On top of that, women suffer financially when they have to 

* dip into their purses each month for the $20 to $30 to pay for 
birth control. At the same time, up to $80 in Viagra pills may 
be covered by insurance, proponents said. 

Mari Ann May, a UNL associate economics professor, said 

each month women have $20 to $30 less to spend while men 
receive Viagra under their insurance. 

“The failure of insurance companies to provide coverage 
puts an unfair financial burden on women over men,” May 

said. 
The university insurance policy covers birth control for 

health purposes, such as hormone therapy, but not for preven- 
tion of pregnancy, she said. 

When the Viagra frenzy ensued last year, UNL added Viagra 
to its insurance coverage. After lobbying by UNL’s Faculty 
Women Caucus, of which May is a member, the university 

dropped Viagra from its coverage. : 
Margee Bartle, who testified on behalf of the Nebraska 

Business and Professional Women, said women who have 
diabetes or high blood pressure should take different contra- 
ceptives than women without those problems. Unfortunately, 
some women with health conditions don’t have enough 
money to choose the safest method, she said. 

“This is not just simple irony,” he said. “The deeper 

  
question seems to be the role of contraceptives in the long-term 
health interests and long-term economic interest of this large 
group of people.” 

The cost to give women the option of more contraceptive 
methods is worth the minimal increase in insurance premiums, 
said Becki Brenner, Vice President of Medical Services Planned 
Parenthood of Omaha-Council Bluffs. 

Insurance customers could see an increase of $10 to $16 per 
employee, or about $1.33 a month, she said. She also pointed 
out that all insured people pay for services they might not utilize. 

Randy Boldt, a Blue Cross and Blue Shield insurance com- 
pany lobbyist who testified against the bill, said insurance 
companies typically cover drugs only for treatment of specific 
diseases, not for preventative measures. 

Galen Ullstrom, Senior Vice President of Mutual of Omaha 

Insurance Company, said he favored options for employers. 
“[Contraceptive coverage] is a mandatory benefit [under the 

bill],” he said. “We favor employee choice. We think that’s the 
best choice.” 

Ullstrom said advancement of the bill could pose even more 
philosophical questions for the Legislature. 

“If, in effect, we were to mandate coverage of contraceptives, 
would it be discriminatory to not mandate coverage for infertil- 
ity drugs?” he asked. “It’s a question we ought to look at.” 

Jim Cunningham, executive director of the Nebraska Catho- 
lic Conference, came at the issue from a moral prospective, ‘This 

bill attacks religious freedom and denies the right of morally 
based decision making,” he said. 

— Jessica Fargen, Daily Nebrasken 

@® Brown Responds to General 

Cost Increases by Raising Tuition 
BROWN UNIVERSITY, Feb. 24 — At this weekend's winter 

meeting, the Brown Corporation set total student charges, 
which include tuition, room, board, and other student fees , for 

the 1999-2000 academic year at $32,280, a 3.9 percent increase 
over last year’s amount. 

This increase includes what university officials are touting as 
the lowest tuition increase in more than 30 years. While the 
percentage increase in total charges is the same as last year, the 
increase in tuition alone is down 0.2 percentage points from last 
year’s increase. 

- “This is the fourth consecutive year in which the university has 
reduced the rate of increase in tuition,” said Laura Freid, Execu- 

tive Vice President for Public Affairs and University Relations. 
“The University relies on tuition and fees for most of its revenue, 

yet it recognizes the need to keep a Brown education accessible 
and affordable.” 

This academic year, Brown was the third most expensive 
among Ivy League institutions, with total student charges at 
$31,060. According to Donald Reaves, Executive Vice President 

for Finance and’Administration, next year’s increase may jeop- 
ardize this standing. 

“We're currently number three,” Reaves said. “Given what the 
trustees did, there’s a chance we could move up to number two. 

But that’s unlikely.” 
Reaves said that among the schools that have already an- 

nounced their charges for next year, Brown’s increase lies near the 
middle: The 3.9 percent increase falls below Cornell University, 
whose charges will go up 4.1 percent, but’ above Dartmouth 
College and Princeton University, with increases of 3.8 percent 
and 3.5 percent, respectively. 

The increase in student charges is based on a general increase 
in university costs and expenditures and is not directly linked to 
the cost of financial aid. 

Over the past several years, the university has made a concerted 
effort to reduce the draw on the endowment each year. The annual 

reduction in the draw, Reaves has said in the past, is to keep the 
university prepared should there be a sudden downturn in the 
financial markets. 

According to a statement from the News Bureau, this reduction 
in the percentage draw on the endowment will also help to 
“preserve and enhance the endowment value” by keeping more 
of the money invested. 

Despite the decreased percentage draw, the University’s rev- 
enue from the endowment will exceed $35 million next year, 

approximately 12 percent higher than last year’s endowment 
income. 

Following a meeting of the entire body regarding general 
challenges, the group broke up into smaller committees to 
discuss specific issues. In addition to the 54 corporation 
members, several high-ranking university administrators at- 
tended. 

“As a result of the retreat, the university will begin the 

planning process to address these issues,” Freid said, adding 
that the graduate school has already started with its external 
reviews and that the medical school is entering the second 
stage of the planning process for its new capital campaign. 

Freid said that the corporation members reacted favorably 
to the retreat. 

“They said that they came out re-energized and re-focused, 
and that they would like to have a retreat like this every other 
year,” she said. : 

— Gregory Cooper & Sudeep Reddy, Brown Daily Herald 

© Rutgers Survey Finds Some 

Failure to Report Cheating 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, Feb. 24 — Most students who 

witness cheating do not report the occurrences to professors 
and are uncertain about the rules of academic integrity, 
according to an informal survey conducted during the 
university’s Academic Integrity Week last month. 

The survey was conducted by the college and university 
Judicial Board members in the five student centers on the New 
Brunswick and Piscataway Campuses. 

Six hundred and forty-six students completed the survey 
anonymously at contact tables in the student centers. Sixty- 
one percent of the students said they have seen other students 
cheat, said Rutgers College junior Ram Mani, a member of the 
judicial board who served as co-chairperson of the student 
committee for Academic Integrity Week. 

He believes that the percentage of students who have seen 
other students cheating is accurate, but it is possible many saw 
the same student cheating repeatedly. 

Donald McCabe, an associate provost for campus develop- 
ment at Rutgers-Newark who has done extensive research on 
academic integrity at various schools since 1990, said the 
figure of 61 percent is fairly typical. : 

“Fear is a large factor and it is unusual to report cheating so 
students will follow the trend and don’t report it,” Mani said. 
“Also some students don’t see how cheating affects them.” 

“Students don’t feel it is their responsibility. They see it as 
the professors’ responsibility,” McCabe said. “They learned 
as children not to be tattletales.” > 

“I think you have to rely on faculty in particular to remind 
students in class what is permissible and not permissible,” 
McCabe said. “Some students need to take greater leadership 
to make this more of an issue.” 

“I think it is very difficult to have an honor code at a large 
institution like Rutgers,” Paul Herman, assistant dean of 

program development at Livingston College, said. 
The survey was a good step toward creating a concrete 

policy on academic integrity, McCabe said. 
“I think the survey raised awareness that there are 

some problems. It is the first step to addressing any 
problem and the situation is not as good as we would 
like it to be,” he said. 

— Angie Tsung, Daily Targum 

— Compiled from the University Wire 

  

  

  
  

Saturdays at Rhino... 

"Top 40" Music, Dancing, Pool 

Tables, and all your fellow Hoyas 

18 to Enter, 21 to Drink 

DRINK SPECIALS 

Before 11 PM: $4 Pitchers 

After 11 PM: $9 Pitcher & 4 Shooters 
$2.50 Domestic Bottles, $3.50 Import Bottles   

* Wednesdays at Rhino... 

- Modern Yesterday 
"Unplugged" 

No Cover 

Come See 'Em While 

They're Still Free!   
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Clinton Adviser Named GU Professor =~ JONIVERSITY 
BY Mowwy Longstreth Begala will also teach the undergraduates one semester in i Hoya Starr WRITER 3 Y 

an upper-level course presently titled “Governing in America: SUMMER 1 999 
Paul E. Begala, a close advisor to President Bill Clinton The Experience of the 1990’s,” according to Eusebio Mujal- 

(SFS 68) and one of the engineers of Clinton’s 1992 victory, Leon, the chair of the government department. ; : 
has been named a research professor at Georgetown, serving “I'think he’s going to enhance the educational experience of Our catalog of summer classes is 
a joint position in the government department and the theundergraduates,” Mujal-Leon said. “It’s going to enhance sac To Ihe Have ort The 
Georgetown Public Policy Institute. Leaving the White House, our course offerings and make available to students the in- ready ie be mailed to you, The ® Alterations by Professional on 
Begala will continue to live in the area and teach both under- sights of someone who knows politics well and has experi- catalog gives you a complete listing ©-10 Years of Dry Cleaning 
graduate and graduate courses beginning next semester, ac- ~ enced them first-hand.” of our course offerings, special Experience 
cording to a university press release dated Wednesday. Before working at the White House, Begala taught in the a a e High-Quality Dry Cleaning: 

Begala was a chief campaign consultant to Clinton’s 1992 department of law and government at the University of Texas workshops, and travel programs. Satisfaction Guaranteed 
. presidential campaign and is currently a White House advisor. at Austin, where he received his undergraduate degree in Call today for our Summer Catalog, o Shirts Laundry 99¢ w/Min. § 

Begala was not available for comment as to his reasons for government and his law degree after serving as the student ? 2 * Free Button Sewing 
coming to Georgetown at this time. body president. He was then a partner in the political strategy © 10% off on Dry Cleaning 

The announcement of his decision was welcomed by mem- firm of Carville & Begala, and the senior vice president of Sessions beginning w/this ad 
bers of the university community. “The public policy students Public Strategies, Inc., a strategic communications firm based ees ans ¢ Tuxedo Rentals 
benefit from a strong academic curriculum and a’ strong expo- in Austin. May, June, and July 
sure to policy and politics, and Paul will contribute to both,” In 1992, Begala worked with James Carville as a senior A Ey [Td TP 
said Judith Feder, the director of the GPPI, and another strategist on the Clinton-Gore campaign. He has worked on g SERIE 
professor greviously involved in government work. In the various senate campaigns, including those of Frank Lautenberg To request a catalog: Dixie Liquor Lot 

early ’90s, Feder was involved in creating Clinton’s proposal ~~ (D-N.J.) in 1988, Harris Wofford (D-Penn.) in 1991 and Call us at 2163974257 

for anew health care policy. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) in 1992, according to the press ; Rr re 
“[Begala] really is anxious to make areal commitmentand release. , or ¢-mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu 3423 M Street, NW, at Key Bee 

it seems to me that our students and faculty alike can all take “Students are going to gain a lot from having him here at ‘ (202) 333.6138 
advantage of his experience,” Feder said, adding that Begala ~ Georgetown,” said Blake Smith, Georgetown’s associate ; 
will teach graduate students one semester, in the general area director of communications. “They’1l learn a lot about how EASY REGISTRATION 
of politics, policy and the media. policy isrunin the real world.” 

CONVENIENT LOCATION 
° 

Annan Addresses the Diplomacy of Peace SMALL CLASSES FREE PARKING 
ANNAN, rrow P. | Some peacekeeping operations have freshman asked if the mission of the 
when given the proper support, they have been criticized in the past for lackinga U.N. was changing to service to in- Class of 2002 : 
generally proven extremely effective. coherent vision, clear goals and exit strat- dividuals, rather than governmental { 
-More importantly, regional organiza- egies. Annan said that peacekeeping entities. d ° 

tions often make the worst possible should notbe treated asa “distinct task, Annan concurred, saying “The mission 1 A partment Hous | ng 
peacekeepers, because the players who  completeinitself.” of the U.N. must be people, not politics.” f - 
are acting to preserve peace may have a “[Peacekeeping] must be seen as part University President Leo J. 1: 2 
stake in conflicts, or may have taken of acontinuum stretching frompreven- O’Donovan, S.J. also spoke at Appl ication Days are herel 
sides. Annan said that only the U.N.,  tiontoconflictresolutionto peace-build- Tuesday’s event, welcoming the secre- y 
with its ability to coordinate troops from ing,” he said. tary-general. 
nations or continents far removed from Annan stressed that peacekeeping op- The Trainor award, which Annan was 
parties involved with conflicts, canulti- erations have a great chance of success accepting, was established in honor of 
mately be viewed as a legitimate peace- ~~ when they are supported by a significant Raymond “Jit” Trainor, one of the earli- 
keeping source. majority of the Security Council, when est graduates of the School of Foreign 

Annan pointed to Namibia, they are entered into with “sufficient Service, who worked in various capaci- 
Mozambique, El Salvador and Cambo- resources, including credible military ties at the school from the time he re- 
diaas examples of U.N. successes—all strength,” and when everyone paysthe ceived his M.S.F.S. in 1928 until his 
war-torn nations, all with a “fairchance =~ money that they owe for the supportof retirementin 1956. When Trainor died 
of a lasting peace” thanks to the pres- the operation. in 1976, alumni created an endowment 
ence of U.N. peacekeepers in the late Annan accepted questions from the to fund an award in his honor beginning 
"80s and early "90s. audience after his speech. A College in 1978. 

Males: Tuesday, March 2 

Females: Wednesday, March 3 

Apply for apartments in groups of 4. 
° U 

J Bring all your group member's IDs! 

PE son aio a Housing Office, 100 Harbin Hall 

9am-5pm 

sereeenniCall 687-4560 with questions! 
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Suro Challenges Audience to Revise Its Ideas of Race Relations 

  

By Tina MoRIN 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

  

  

BRAD MARTORANA/T HE HoYA 

Roberto Suro, a Washington Post staff writer, spoke about the need to change our conception of race in light 

of today’s immigration. 

Addressing a moderately sized audi- 
ence, Roberto Suro, a Washington Post 
staff writer and author of several scholarly 
papers about immigration, said that the 
United States now faces the problem of 
revisingitsideaaboutracerelationsinlight 
of current immigration. His presentation 
“Immigration tothe United States: Beyond 
Black and White” was held Thursday at 
noon inthe ICC auditorium. 

Suro said the goal of his presentation 
was to challenge those present to look at 
changing racerelations and situations ensu- 
ing from immigration, which he said was 

burgeoning after a period of relatively little 
immigration. He called this period, from 
approximately 1925 and 1965, the “Great 
Pause,” and blamed the Depression, World 

Warll, and strictimmigration laws for the 

haltinimmigration. In 1965, however, higher 
levels of immigration resumed which con- 
tinue today, Suro said, altering America 
and its culture in many ways. “My hope 
today is to act as more a provocateur than 
anything else,” he said, and added “my 
intention today is to ask more questions 
thanIanswer.” 

Suro described the situation that the 
present large-scale immigration to the 
United States of Latinos and others is 
creating. He said that this is a time of 

transition for the United States and that the 

social structure isina “state of accelerated 

evolution.” Within this new context, the 

age-old question of race continues, butina ° 
very different form from the common per- 
ceptions of black white relations. 

According to Suro, though there are no 
widespread protests and marches such as 
those that marked the civil rights move- 
ment, raceis still a very prevalentissuein 
the United States. “The drama of race 
continues in this country, but it is being 
played outquietly.” 

Suro said race relations are now in a 
constant state of flux. There are “new 
forms of racial interaction taking shape,” 
and so there are new forms of accep- 
tance and rejection, Suro said. It is no 

longer merely a question of black or 

white. According to Suro, the “unprec- 
edented immigration” the U.S. is now 
experiencing is presenting “develop- 
ments that don’t fit our paradigm.” 

The nation that once had a clearly de- 
fined majority and minority, white and black, 
is being changed to a nation with no such 
defined separation, no clear majority or 
minority, Suro said. 

As a result of this new and different 
situation, many questions are being posed, 
Suro said. For instance, what will happen 
when African-Americans are no longer the 
predominant minority, and instead, thereis 
nomajorminority? What will thatalteration 

in the American cultural system mean? 

Besides these questions concerning tradi- 

tional race relations, Suro said thatitalso 
raises the question of whois being assimi- 
lated, and where. Are the immigrants as- 

similating to their new home and culture? 
Or could the reverse be true? 

Suro was introduced by Robert Man- 
ning, visiting professor of sociology who 
teaches the class “Race and Ethnic Rela- 
tions.” Manning outlined Suro’s careeras a 

journalist, highlighting his positionas Middle 
East correspondent for Time and as Rome 
bureau chief for The New York Times. 

Manning discussed Suro’s various liter- 
ary works, including tworeports, which he 
has authored in conjunction with the Twen- 
tieth Century Fund, “Remembering the 
American Dream: Hispanic Immigration 
and National Policy” and “Watching 
America’s Door: The Immigration Back- 
lash and the New Policy Debate,” as well 
as his latest book, “Strangers Among Us: 
How Latino Immigrationis Transforming 
America.” Much of Thursdays presenta- 
tion centered on the issues in this book. 

The speech was sponsored by 
Georgetown’s sociology department, gov- 
ernment department, Volunteer and Public 
Service Center, the American Studies Pro- 

gram, the Public Policy Institute, and the 

Center for Latin American Studies. 
Abrief question and answer period fol- 

lowed the main speech. 

  

  

Ivy League Schools Join Fight Against Sweatshop Labor 
By ERIN Ross 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Last weekend, Princeton officials announced that they will 

require full public disclosure of the locations of the factories 
making their clothing. The week before, students there, as well as 
atHarvard, Cornell and Yale Universities, rallied against the use 

of “sweatshop” laborin the manufacture of college apparel. 
Student groups at the four [vy League schools want the schools 

torequire full public disclosure in order to allow formore effective 
monitoring of factory conditions. So far, Princeton is the only 
school of the four to agree to seek full public disclosure. 

Georgetown, Duke University and the University of Wisconsinat 
Madison all agreed recently to seek full public disclosure of clothing 
factory locations. Inthe case of Georgetown and Duke, students won 
this concessionafter staging sit-insin administrative offices. 

AtPrinceton, a 250-person rally was held Tuesday, Feb. 16, 
sponsored by the Students for Progressive Education and Action, 
a Princeton anti-sweatshop group. 

David Tannenbaum, amember of SPEAC, said, “The rally was 

ahugesuccess.” 
Bob Durkee, the vice president for public affairs at Princeton, 

met last weekend with other Ivy League administrators to discuss 
the issue of working conditions in the production of collegiate 
clothing. He said Princeton administrators are working on a 
“multi-pronged strategy’ for Princeton. “They [Princeton admin- 
istrators] will require public disclosure on locations” of the 
factories, Durkee said, a decision made last weekend. 

He also said, in response to Princeton’s decision to seek 
disclosure, he was “glad Princeton’s taking aleadership role and 
hopes other universities will follow suit.” 

He said SPEAC was still working to accomplishits other goals, 
whichincluderaising workers’ wages, establishing independent 
factory monitoring and increasing student participation in 
Princeton’s decision-making process. 

Cornell’s vice president of relations Henrik Dullea said the 
school held a heavily attended forum Monday that included 
students, faculty, an attorney and Bruce Siegal, vice president and 
general counsel for the Atlanta-based Collegiate Licensing Com- 

pany. The licensing company acts as a liaison between clothing 
manufacturers and approximately 170 schools, including Cornell, 
Georgetown, Duke and Wisconsin. 

Dulleasaid Cornell was still discussing whether to sign the code 
of conduct for clothing producers released late last year by the 
licensing company, and possible avenues of action the school 
might follow. While students at Georgetown, Duke and Wiscon- 
sin voiced objections to the code, all three universities have 
agreed to sign the code on the condition that CLC manufactures 
eventually disclose their factory locations. 
From Feb. 5-9, Georgetown students held an 85-hour sit-in in 

the office of University President Leo J. O’Donovan S.J. that 
ended with acompromise between students and Student Affairs 
administrators. According to their agreement, a Georgetown 
Licensing Implementation Committee will track the progressof 
licensed companies onissues, such as wages, related to working 
conditions in their factories. 

Officials at Harvard and Yale could not be reached for 
comment. 

PAC Puts on Week 

To Protest Landmines 
MINES, rroMm p. 1 

activities. The Peace Action Committee broughtalandmine 
field constructed of bubble wrap covered with paper to Red 
Square on Monday, with petitions available to be signed all 
week at nearby tables. 

“We wanted to end the week with our speakers,” Waldref 
said. The speakers shared their personal experiences with 
landmines, discussed thepoliticalissuessurroundingthel_andmine 
Ban Treaty, and quoted many statistics aboutlandminesandtheir 
effects. The program was held in ICC 103 at 7:30 p.m. 

The university, whichhad been working with Rutherford on 
this subject for several years now, reflects Peace Action’s 

sentiments. “Georgetown University supports the students 
[organizing Ban Landmines Week] and the work they have 
doneintheefforttoban landmines,” said Associate Director 
of MediaRelations Blake Smith. 

This week’s events were presentedin coordination with the 
Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation, the International 
Campaign to Ban Landmines, the Landmine Survivor Net- 
work and the Lecture Fund. 

  

  
  

pu MICHELLE GELLAR 
RYAN PHILLIPPE 

and REESE WITHERSPOON 

In the game of seduction 

there is only one rule, 

el 

ie 
ALR Ls 

RRR Li 
UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING: 

PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN RL EUAN 
www.cruelintentions.com   

SLY SLY E 

  

OBEY. 
That voice inside your head telling you to hit the road is not to be messed with. 

  

There’s a whole world 
out there! 

Explore it with Contiki- 
The 4 tour for 18-35 year old,     

  

a mind-blewing trip... 

          

  
   881-0912 2401 Pennsylvania Avenue 

Suite G 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

  

   
   

With our staff of experienced travelers, a global network of offices, great prices, ticket 

flexibility and a ten of travel services, we knew firsthand what it takes te put together 

...hecause whether 

STA TRAVEL 
WE'VE BEEN THERE. 

NTN {ickets. Great advice. 

RTE 13 

Fuicuts: IAD-LHR $260 
Tours: (All tours are through Contiki Tours. 

: tours start in London, and 
_ don’t include flights.) 

2 European Wonder... 
8 DAY TOUR OF 4 COUNTRIES 

2 $565 
Tr — Discovery... 

14 DAY TOUR OF 9 COUNTRIES 

$1095 
European Encounter... 
18 DAY TOUR OF || COUNTRIES 

$1375 : 

[ORE Travel 
Council on International 
Educational Exchange 

3301 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone: 202-337-6464, 

www.counciltravel.com 

  

   
you knew it er net 

your inner child is     wearing a backpack. 

      
www.statravel.com 

  

HOUSING? 
Get The Best 

House/Apartment Now... 

call for showings 

S.H.A. 
LBP) Ts 

Off Campus Housing 

SIT RTIIk   
$332 | 

: l San Jose, - $452 

$386 k Guatemala 
| Fares are round- erip and do not ff 

include taxes. Fares are from 
| the Washington/Baltimore area. 

Fares are not guaranteed. 

Travel 
& Council on International 

* Educational Exchange 

4 Washington, DC 20007 
{i Phone: 202-337-6464   www. counciltravel.co 
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* Alpha Phi Omega Expands 
  

  

  

  

  

  

Free Nightly Shuttle Servi ree Nightly Shuttle Service 2 
14 ~ 

By SEAN Wewsana Martin, is an increase in the number of students a 
studyingatLeavey and theissue of safety for students a 

Beginning this weekend, the Georgetown chapter ~~ leavinglate atnight. oH 
of Alpha Phi Omega will expand its free Sunday According to McMullin, APO voted in late No- a 
through Thursday nightly shuttle servicetoincludea vember to go forward with the project of starting a Wo, 
new route from the Leavey Center to locations in ~~ midnightLeavey Shuttle. Last Wednesday Glennon, poe 

¢%  Burleith,Foxhall,and Glover Park. Thetemporarily Martin, and McMullin met with Dean of Students a 
expanded service willactasapilotprogramtodeter- James A. Donahue and secured the funding for the I 
mine the viability of apermanentexpansion. new shuttle service which willbe provided through the RK, 

Georgetown’s chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, a Student Affairs discretionary budget. as 
national co-ed service fraternity, already provides a Maureen Coghlan (COL ’01), president of APO, BC 
servicebetweenthe Lauinger Library Stepsandnearby ~~ said, “If we find the program goes great, we'll look at ro, 
off-campus locations. : havingothershifts.” Martinsaid, “If thedemandis there or 

‘ ; The new shuttle will depart at midnight fromthe [GUSA] will pushtoincrease vanservice.” Ty 
I .GUTS bus stops near the Leavey Center. APO The shuttleis being provided ona pilot basis as an ; : ; ] BRADLEY MARTORANA/T HE HOYA TE 

members willuse Volunteerand Public Service Center expansion of APO’s current complimentary escort Ken Rutherford, whose legs were amputated following an accident by a land mine, shared his story to an audience at ICC. § sl, 

vans to drop students off at off-campus locations. service. The other part of the service, which beganin ¢ . y ’ . 20% 
GUSA president John Glennon (COL '99) pre- 1989, leavesthe Lauingerlibrary steps Sunday through A, 

| sented theidea forthe new shuttle servicetoJaremey Thursday at 10:00 p.m., 11:00 p.m., midnight, and I andmine | IC ims Speak to Rais e Awar: e ne, S' S AE 
7 McMullin(COL’99), Community Action Coalition ~ 1:00a.m.and drops students atoff-campus locations. : / : : i ; oo 
Fy Chair and former vice president of APO, last semes- “The students coming from the Leavey Center By SEaN GORMLEY andterrible third world medical facilities. mines. They said thatthere are 120 million landmines |. T 

I" ter. AustinMartin (COL 99), GUSA vice president, ~ deserveaneasierandsaferway of getting home,” said Hors Snir Waren Loung Ungfollowed Rutherford. Sherelatedher ~~ deployedaround the world, 90 percentofland mine | Ca 
| said it was “part of our [Glennon and Martin’s] = McMullin. Depending onhow many students use the z experiencesasachildsoldier forthe KhmerRouge ~~ victimsareciviliansand over50percentof land mine re, 

platform toestablishashuttle-busservice.” ~~ newservice, nightly shuttles from the Leavey Center KenRutherford, Loung Ungand Irvin Axelrod regime in Cambodia, and how they haunted her victims die. Because land mines are designed to | “5% 
The main reason for the new shuttle, accordingto ~~ couldincrease and become a permanent program. brought a personalized presentation of land mine after coming to the United States in 1980, stilla maim, notkill,andareindiscriminateastowhomthey - [27% 

oppositiontothe Georgetown Community as partof 
Landmine Week Thursday nightinICC 103 before 
a crowd of about 50 people. The message of 
“Landmine Victims Speak,” as their talk was en- 
titled, was thatthe destructiveatrocities of landmines 
continue to occur long after the end of the wars'in 
whichthey were laid. The speech was sponsored by 
Georgetown Peace Action and the Lecture Fund. 

KenRutherford, ateaching assistantin the gov- 

ernmentdepartmentinhisthird yearat Georgetown 
working towards his Ph.D., spoke first. He com- 
bined his personal account of therandomdestruc- 
tivecapabilities of land mines with factualinforma- 
tionand politicalissues surrounding land minesina 
moving presentation. 

The co-founder of thel andmine Survivors Net- 
work, Rutherford, alandmine survivor, hadbothlegs 

amputated below theknees afterdrivingoveraland 

injure, the speakers’ all support theinternational ban 
onland mines—atreaty thathasbeensignedby over 
100 countries. The U.S. has not signed the treaty, 
andhasnoplanstodo so, becauseitwill putthe U.S. 
atamilitary disadvantage. 

All three speakers heaped praise upon GU Peace 
Action, theGeorgetownchapterofanational organization 
committedtobanninglandminesandnuclearweapons, 
andsupportinghumanrights. Thespeakerssaidthey were 
impressedwiththeactivismdemonstratedby Peace Action 
inpublicizingthedevastationoflandmines. 1 

Rutherford also spoke in support of a protest that : 
will take place outside the White House in opposition 
to President Clinton’s decision tonotsign the inter- 
national land mineban thatgoes into effect Monday. 
Peace Action will support this protest, meeting at 
11:15 a.m. on Monday outside Healy Gates to 
attend the protestand a press conference on Capitol 

child. The Khmer Rouge regime ruled Cambodia 
from 1970 to 1975 and was responsible for the 
death of two million Cambodians. Loung, who 

works for the Vietnam Veterans of America Foun- 
dation, talked about the situation that victims of land 

mines who live in the third world face, without the 

medical facilities and support systems thatexistin 
the U.S. She also focused onthe additional hurdles 

thatfemale victims of land mines face, aswomenare 
often lastto get prosthetic limbs and regularly lose 
theirhusbands, as thereis asocial stigmaattached 

toland mine victims in many third world countries. 
Thefinal speaker, Axelrod, broughtthe perspective 

ofamilitarylandminesurvivor. Axelrodlostoneofhis 
legs whileservinginthe25thinfantry ofthe U.S. Army 
during the Korean War. Hospitalized for five years 
while he underwent 22 operations, he fought on, 
inspiredby avisitfrom Helen Keller. Axelrodisnow 

i Confusion Persists Over Canceled Trips 
SPRING BREAKS, rrou . | : 

Some students became even more frustrated 
when Island Tours began to encourage them to take 
a trip to Cancun rather than a refund for their 

i cancelled Jamaica trip. 
g Island Tours offered students what Rabinovitch 

3 I called an “upgraded” trip, where they would stay in 
\'  a51/2starhotel andreceive $300 in entertainment 
| vouchers. 

Rabinovitch said, “Cancun was all that we had 

available.” She said Island Tours would be losing “a 
lot” of money whichever way the students chose. 

| The students’ money had already gone towards 
non-refundable deposits, and the “upgrades” for 
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to Cancun, because “Matteo [Gallo] was going to 

Cancun.” However, she later learned that Gallohad 

not decided to go to Cancun. 
Stacie McCourt said thatthe 5 1/2 star hotel that 

the company was talking about in Cancun was 

actually rated “abudgethotel,” according toatravel 

agentnotemployed by Island Tours. 

Jeanie Makhlin (COL ’99) said that when she was 

talking to acompany representative on the phone, he 
gaveher “two seconds to tellhim whatcompany we 
had booked our new trip with or he would ‘hold our 
money tothe last possible legal minute.’”’ 

Rabinovitch responded to the students’ stories, 

saying “Wewouldnotgive false informationinorder 

  

    
  

  

¢¢  Cancunwereexpensive. tosway people’s opinions.” Island Tours abides to mine whileworking forthe Peace CorpsinSomalia. - presidentofthe Washington Amputee Association. Hill which will feature Rutherford as well as four 

| While some students opted for the Cancun trip, all Department of Travel regulations, she said. THE Hedescribedhow he survived 19blood transfusions All three speakers focused on facts aboutland ~~ Senators who are scheduled to appear. 

O’Connortold the company that “Cancun wasnot ~~ Hoya could not confirm the existence of a Depart- es ; : od 
an option” and that he had relatives that he was mentof Travel. : ° 25 
planning to meetin Jamaica. : For now, Makhlin says wants to “see if there is GU Drops Med Center Pay Policy Plans to Draft New One : 

Students said have compared what Island Tours any action we can take legally.” She said that she ’ : 
told them, and have found several inconsistencies. - planstocall the Better Business Bureau, sendmass MED CENTER, From p. 1 ulty, will be consistent with the overall needs and individual faculty members, if the university allowed |, 

\ Forexample, Molly Nunlist-Young (MSB’99) e-mails, and letters of the company and otheruniver- policy was consistent with the principles of tenure. objectives of the university and the Medical Center,” faculty members toengagein collective bargaining. 
¢v  saidacompanyrepresentative told herto “upgrade” sities to “make sure that this doesn’thappenagain.” = Medical Center spokesman Paul Donovan saidina the press release said. However, Georgetown does not currently have a 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

                          
  

      

  

      

  

statementissued Monday thatthe plan was “designed The second point of the faculty position statement 

  

faculty union, norare private universities required to 

  

      

Corrections to protecttenure, ensure academic freedomandpre- reads, Nocommitteeor groupcomposed of adminis- allow faculty tounionize, she said. i 
serve economic security.” trators, Board members and/or faculty, nomatterhow The faculty position statementalso holds that “the  ! 

Stra, : : os ; O’Donovanandthe Board’sdecisionsaidthatanew well intentioned isempowered to bargain, regarding faculty grievance codeisinextricablytiedtoacademic , +: 
dy Review Tennk geia Medco Pri Feb 20 page Danie vei when planistobedrafted by aComprehensiveReview Team  existingemploymentcontracts,onbehalfofthefaculty ~~ freedomand thatthe grievance process setforthbythis ~~ +: 

isinh en Z van am pep, SE0re 24 noomp a - XEcuive subcommittee, comprised of tenuredclinicalandbasic ~~ asawholeoranyindividual tenuredfacultymember.” code in the faculty handbook represents the funda- =~ |: 
4 ice Presidentistobeappoinied fohearcasesonappeal fromthe nperstytrisvancel odeCommtiee: science Medical Centerfaculty, as well as otherclinical “Ttwouldn’tmatteriftherewere99facultymemberson ~~ mental mechanism forredress of threatstoacademic . 1; 

tu TOA z on TERR Medical Center faculty, accordingtothepressrelease. © acommitteethatgaveconsent[toanewpaypolicy],’Gale freedom.” aa 
a Toe Games AumGivesMilionhal Doviioy ie PONS he Sle Nr Fle “The subcommittee willbechargedwithdeveloping said. “Itcan’tbebindingonanyonethatdoesn’tagree.” Donovan maintainedin Monday’s statementthat ~~ *: 

( 68 Looe i a ¥ auingerasPhilipLavingerand Maurie Flanagan (NUR anew Medical Center compensation policy that, in Galeleftopenthe possibility thatanew policycould ~~ thereview team was “afairapproachmadein the spirit - 
Yas Mary Flanagan, additionto attracting wide consensusamongthefac- be negotiated that would not require the consentof of cooperationand collegiality.” 

Spring 99 | Schedule Fi 73 

a Sunday Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday Friday Saturday ° 

¥ rm a ['1ckets LON 01s I ale March 26 
10-11{ PUNK IN Show NEWS Gospel NAKED Indie [ NEW 

| 11-12| DRABLIC LATIN Anthing But Show LUNCH Rock MUSIC 

| 121 | R&B Jungle & Country INDIE Modern CRAP Ladin 
pm SHOW SHOW 

1-2 | Trip Hop THEME Area 51 ASIAN SHOW Show 

2-3 | CLASSICAL| JAZZ SHOWS Show POP Jazz LISTEN & / 7 

3-4 MUSIC CLASSICS | History of New Music | New Music Show LAUGH 

Rock | 2 142 7 a Be ® 

4-5 Southern CLASSIC | AMBIENT Aliermiie MODERN Old Jam 

i 5-6 | Comfort RAP & INFINITE Top 40 RAP ROCK Bands 
AFRICAN [REGRESSIONS 

~~ 6-7 | ODD MIX Punk & New Local Show German, Jamaican RADIO 7 
 # Acid-Glam, | JIHAD 

{ 7-8 | Country | Indic Show Music i Ta Hair, Metal | Reggae Rock Show 4) A a ) e 4 4 . 

89 | ASIAN POP| ROCK INTHE | Experimental| SPORTS | RUDE | TECHNO 
; LOOP SHOW 

9-10 | Irish Music RAP Broad Mix Show SHOW BROTHERS RPM 

10-11] GOTHIC | Bands Passing| VARIETY WELL Hip Sports Show 

¢ 02] Vinyl& | Though | PACK | HUNGOVER | Hop Tak | RUGGED 

12-1 | Trip Hop & | INDUSTRIAL Punk Latin ECLECTIC | MODERN | HIP HOP 
MIX & 

1-2 « Techno SHOW Rock Kitchen Sink || COMEDY ROCK SHOW | 

oe ) Diplomatic Lull C i AMZ, Tune In WGTB 92.3 NZ i Uy omalic a ommilte Z 
2 oe Rl] ~~ a a ~— 

¥ : Come on, admit it, 
WGTRB 

EE ~~ Youloveus! EE 

A Spring Break 99! pring )! 
: FREE 1000's of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs & D Cups 
* PARKING! 

: ] ¢ 1819 M Street NW © 735 15th St., NW 
: ; (202) 331-8372 + (202) 393-3533 

: A 4 

: Leavey GUTS Stop The Volunteer and Public Service Center Announces: 

iE Sunday - Thursday SUMMER OF SERVICE 1999 
i If you are a leader, team player, problem solver, or experienced with youth, recreation, or community 

‘ M idni ght service, then come help us lead DC immigrant and at-risk youth through civic development, educa- 

¢ tional support, and community service in projects throughout the city. If interested, please call Sharon 

’ Morgenthaler, 687-8834 or Shaka Thorne, 687-5572; and/or attend an information session in VPS 

3 i Center, B- 01 St. Mary’s: 

+ uf Summer of Service Info Sessions: 

: reséh fo ah Feb. 22 2:45-3:45 Feb. 23 4:15 - 5:15 
: Mar. 3 4:15-5:15 Mar. 4 2:45 - 3:45 
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MEN’ S BASKETBALL 
5 BIG EAST STANDINGS 

  

  

Through Thursday 

| Conference Overall 
- Team W. IL Pet. |' W LL: Pet 
“Connecticut 1S. 2.088244 =~ 2923 
“Miami M3 24) 20.5 200 
‘St. John’s 14 3.824 | 23::6 -.793 
Syracuse 10 7 588.0 19 9. 5.679 

* Villanova 9 8 529 19-9. .679 
‘Rutgers 9 8: .520 17 10 .630 
“Providence 8 9 471 15: 12 356 

“Seton Hall 8 9 471 4 12 1.538 
“Notre Dame 7 10°. 412 13: 15" 464 
“Georgetown 6 1.313 14 13 .519 

: “Pittsburgh 4.:.13::.235 13.15 464 

_. West Virginia 4 14" 222 10°18 357 
. Boston College © 3. 14. .176 619 240   
  

Tuesday’s Results 
  

Georgetown 57, Rutgers 53 

Miami 85, Pittsburgh 52 

Villanova 74, Pennsylvania 63 
  

Wednesday’s Results 

Syracuse 73, Boston College 56 

  

: St. John’s 73, Notre Dame 57 
  

Thursday’s Results 

3 Seton Hall 70, West Virginia 67 
  

Saturday’s Schedule 
  

- Georgetown at Providence, noon (WJLA, Ch. 9, Hoyanet Ch. 10) 

- Rutgers at Miami, noon 
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St. John’s at Villanova, 2 (CBS, Hoyanet Ch. 6) 

Seton Hall at Pittsburgh, 7:30 (ESPN, Hoyanet Ch. 20) 

Sunday’s Schedule 

Boston College at Notre Dame, noon 

Connecticut at Syracuse, 2 p.m. (CBS) 

Wednesday’s Schedule 

  

  

  

  

Big East Tournament First Round, 11 a.m., 1 p.m., 3:30, 7:30, 9:30, 

pairings TBA 
  

Thursday’s Schedule 
  

Big East Tournament Quarterfinals, noon, 2, 7, 9, pairings TBA 

Friday’s Schedule 

Big East Tournament semifinals, 7 and 9, pairing TBA 
Saturday’s Schedule 

  

  

  

  

Big East Tournament final, 8, pairings TBA 

  

  

SATURDAY’S GAME 

VS.    
Georgetown Providence 

Hoyas Friars 

When: Saturday, noon. 
Where: Providence Civic Center (12,993) 
TV: WJLA, Ch. 9 (Hoyanet Ch. 10). 
Radio: WWDC (1290 AM). 
All-Time Series: Georgetown leads, 31-14. 
Last Meeting: Georgetown won, 75-70, on Jan. 9 at MCI Center. 
Notes: For the Hoyas, it all comes down to this. A win guarantees 
Georgetown (14-13, 6-11) a winning record while a loss (the game against 
NAIA Southern-New Orleans does not count towards the postseason) would 
mean the Hoyas would have to win at least one game in the Big East 
Tournament to be eligible for an National Invitational Tournament bid, a 
consolation tournament which requires that teams have a .500 record to be 
considered. 

In terms of Big East Tournament seedings, winning against Providence (15- 
12, 8-9) could put the Hoyas in ninth place in the conference, if Notre Dame 
loses to, Boston College on Sunday. Most likely, though, this will be a preview 
of the first round of the Big East, as Providence is seventh in the conference. 

Jamel Thomas is the Friars’ top player, averaging 18.9 points and 6.9 
rebounds per game. The last time these two teams played, 26 hours after 
John Thompson's resignation as Georgetown’s head coach, Thomas scored 
18 points but was held to 4-for-18 shooting due to great defense from 
sophomore guard Nat Burton. Look for Burton to continue to make life difficult 
for the 6-foot-6 Friar forward. 
Providence has no players over 6-foot-7, and the Hoyas big men could have 

an impact like they did Tuesday against Rutgers. 
— SEAN P. FLYNN 

  

  

  

  

12-12,   
Georgetown 57, Ruidersss Knights Min FG FI OT A PFPts 

HOYAS Min TG OT A PFPs Hodgson 35 :4-12( 1-2 3-7 5210 

Burton 30. 17 Er 2-4 0 4 13 Creer 16..0-4..0-0 1-2 .0. 4.0 
Watkins 243-5 0-0 4:9 13 6 Bet 3% 37 02 2.8. 1:3. 6 
Boumtje-Bou 20 3-5 4-5 3.7 1 3 10 Jones 37-13 82-8 0.2 0.31] 
Braswell 38 6-12 0-2 2-4 2 2 12 Billet 40 2-646 1-2 6 2 38 
Perry 36 3-12 12 3-6 1-39 SAM 10 2-2 0-0 0-0 0 2 4 
Kilpatrick S 0-1° 00 00.0 '0o 0. johnson 28050 2.3 1.121 14 

Jackson 15 Qed 150° 4g 1H 1  TEnys 1 0-0 0:0 00.0 1.0 
Bory 5 00 00 01 0°71 o TOTALS 20017-4515-20 8-22 10 18 53 
Taylor 10-1 0-00 0-00 0.0 Percentages: FG-.378, FT-.750. Three-point 

Gibson : 26 2.7 an ang alg goals: 4-14, 286 (Hodgson 1-5, Greer 0-1, Jones 1- 

TOTALS 20021-5513-2120-37 6 19 57 2, Billet 0-3, Johnson 2-3). Team Rebounds: 4. 

Blocked shots: 7 (Jones 4, Salvi 2, Hodgson). 

Turnovers: 18 (Hodgson 3, Johnson 3, Jones 3, Kent 

3, Billet 2, Greer 2, Salvi 2). Steals: 7 (Hodgson 5, 

Jones, Kent). 

Halftime:Georgetown 27, Rutgers 20 
Technical fouls: Georgetown (bench). Rutgers 

(bench). Attendance: 8,507. Officials: John 

Cloughery, Frank Scagliotta, Tony Greene. 

Percentages: FG-.382, FT-.619. Three-point goals: 

.167 (Burton 0-2, Braswell 0-4, Perry 2-6). 
Team rebounds: 6. Blocked shots: 7 (Watkins 6, 

Gibson). Turnovers: 17(Braswell 4, Gibson 3, Watkins 

3, Perry 2, Berry, Boumtje-Boumtje, Burton, Jack- 
son, Kilpatrick). Steals: 9 (Braswell 2, Gibson 2, 

Perry 2, Boumtje-Boumtje, Jackson, Watkins).   

GU Holds Off 

Rutgers, Holds On 

To NIT Aspirations 
MEN’S HOOPS, from p. 10 

pointer. But instead of sinking the three-pointer, as had 
happened at the Villanova game, this one rimmed in and 
out, and Burton got the rebound and was promptly fouled. 
After sinking the first one, Georgetown had sealed the 
victory and had pulled off a victory in another nerve- 
wracking game. 

Next up for Georgetown is Providence, a team which the 
Hoyas beat on Jan. 9, 75-70. That game was the Hoyas’ first 
after John Thompson resigned from the head coaching 
position and handed the reins to Craig Esherick. In that 
game the emotional Hoyas shut down Friar senior forward 
Jamel Thomas. Although he scored 18 points, Thomas 

made only 4 of 18 shots. 
Tipoff is at noon at the Providence Civic Center. 

BASEBALL 

Cold, Snow Causes 

Two Postponements 
GU Has 5 Games in 3 Days 
By STEPHEN OWENS 

  

Hoya Starr WRITER   

Frigid temperatures and snow kept Georgetown baseball off 
the diamond this week, giving the players a few days rest before 
embarking on one of their busiest weekends of the year. In the 
next three days, the Hoyas will have to play two doubleheaders 
and five games. 

The weather shuffled up the Hoya’s schedule this week, 
forcing a postponement of Tuesday’s game vs. Maryland- 
Eastern Shore until April 5. When Wednesday’s tempera- 
tures were no warmer, a game against LaSalle was first 
rescheduled for the next day and then for this Sunday when 
snow began to fall Thursday morning. 

As a result, the originally scheduled doubleheader against 
Lehigh on Sunday was pushed up a day to Saturday. The 
Hoyas start their weekend off playing host to Ganon today for 
a doubleheader starting at 1 p.m. at Harbin Field. 

As always, pitching will be the key this weekend. Should 
all games be played, Georgetown Head Coach Kirk Mason 
will be forced to utilize his entire five-man starting pitching 
rotation for the first time this year. In addition to senior 
Derek Pines (1-1), sophomore Randy Erwin (1-1), and sopho- 
more Matt Arizin (0-1), who have all started this year, 
Mason will also look to senior Franklin Jarman and fresh- 
man P.J. Martinez for the first time this year for solid starts. 
Freshman middle reliever Tony Pina, senior closer Ben 
Becchetti and others may also see extended action this 
weekend. 

This weekend’s weather is expected to be mild, so the 
games should take place as scheduled. 

  

DID §OKEQNE SAY 

«JOCKEY? 

  

Mar. 

Mar. 

Mar.         

   
Tuesdays and Thursdays Are 

College Nights! 

Show Your College ID 

and 

Get In For 1/2 Price!     

Oct. 13 Red Wings 
Nov. 12 Sabres 

Dec. 1 Devils 

Jan. 7 Rangers 
“Jan. 26 Rangers 

4 Rangers 

9 Avalanche 

11 Panthers 

Mar. 30 Predators 
Apr. 1 Panthers 

$40 seats for £20 
$38 seats for £19 
£30 seats for $75 

Good only with valid ID. One ticket per student. Offer subject to ticket availability. 
Present you valid ID at the box office on game nights to recieve your discount. Upper level seats only. 

For groups of 20 or more, call 202-661-5050, ext. 3841. 

7:30 pm 

7:00 pm 

7.00 pm 
7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

7:00 pm 

Purchaser 

ticket hc 

  

       

    

BIG EAST TOURNAMENT 

STUDENT TICKETS 

WILL GO ON SALE 

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1999 

AT 10:30 A. M. 
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Friday, February 26, 1999 

  

WITFILL, From p. 10 
under Coach Knapp. Winning the 
Big East in 1992-93 with a 23-7 
record, the team went on to ad- 

vance to the Sweet 16 inthe NCAA 
Tournament, the farthest in the 

program’s history. 
“I can’t tell you how many 

great moments they [the 1992- 
93 team] gave us,” Knapp said 
during the halftime ceremony, 
which included most of the mem- 
bers of the team and assistant 
coaches. 

“This is her day, she had a tre- 
mendous career and she gave tre- 
mendous dedication to 
Georgetown basketball,” Knapp 
said of Witfill. 

Following the game, Knapp remem- 
bered Witfill for her intensity and 
dedication rather than her numbers. 

“She is our all-time best player 
without any debate,” Knapp said. 
“She would come early and stay 
late. She is a self-made player with 
tremendous goals and a big heart.” 

  

McDonough Gets Its Fill 
“I just wanted to go out and 

play,” said a humble Witfill 
during the ceremony. 

Coming back to the Hilltop 
for the first time this season, 

Witfill witnessed Katie Smrcka- 
Duffy play in a Georgetown uni- 
form. Now averaging 20.6 points 
on the year as a sophomore, 
Smrcka-Duffy’s numbers are 
very comparable to Witfill’s, as 
is her work ethic. 

“She is an extremely hard worker 
and an excellent player,” Witfill said 
of the transfer guard from North 
Carolina State. “She was much more 
of a workhorse than I was, I wish I 

worked as hard as she does.” 
Knapp said Smrcka-Duffy is a 

better three-point shooter than 
Witfill was, but Witfill’s defensive 

tenacity made up for it, and he wants 
Smrcka-Duffy to rise to that level. 

If she does add that element to 
her game, maybe Smrcka-Duffy 
will be the new addition to the 
Wall of Fame in a couple years.     

Tue S PO RTS... Page 9 

Georgetown ReboundstoBeat WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 
Villanova; GU Earns Fifth Seed 
WOMEN’S HOOPS, From Pp. 10 

Pellicane and Jenea Skeeters paced 
the Wildcats, with Skeeters scoring 
15 first-half points. From that five- 
minute mark on, though, the Hoyas 
turned it up. 

Smrcka-Duffy scored six straight 
points to give the Hoyas their first 
lead at 33-31 on a three pointer with 
1:04 left in the half. Thomas hit a 10- 
foot jumper with 15 seconds left to 
give the Hoyas a 35-34 lead going 
into the break. 

Georgetown continued to push 
its lead in the second half, as 
Smrcka-Duffy and Thomas worked 

  

“well together to get open shots. 
Thomas’ two free throws with 7:43 
remaining opened up a 51-43 Hoya 
lead, completing a 31-12 run lasting 
from the five-minute mark in the 
first half. 

Skeeters and the Wildcats 
wouldn’t go away, though. Skeeters, 
who had a game-high 29 points on 

  

1. Connecticut 
  

8. St. John's Sun. Feb. 28 

1999 Big East Women’s Basketball Tournament Pairings 

Semifinals 
  

2 p.m. 
Sat. Feb. 27 

4 p.m. 

9. Syracuse 

    

4. Boston College 

Sat. Feb. 27 

12 p.m. 

13. Seton Hall 

  

Sun. Feb. 28 

Mon. March 1 

Finals 
  

6 p.m. 

    

5. Georgetown 

Sat. Feb. 27 
2 p.m. 

12. Pittsburgh 

12 p.m. 

      
2. Rutgers 
  

7. Miami Sun. Feb. 28 
  

6 p.m. 
Sat. Feb. 27 

6:30 p.m. 

10. West Va. 

    

    

3. Notre Dame 
  

Sun. Feb.28 

Mon. March 1 

Tues. March2 
7:30 p.m. 

espn2 

    

8 p.m. 

    
6. Villanova 

TTT 8 p.m. 

Sat. Feb. 27 

8:30 p.m. 

11 _Providence 

        All games played at Louis Brown Athletic Center, Piscataway, N.J.     

STANT 
EMPLOYMENT 

  

$1500 weekly potential mailing our 

circulars. No experience required. Free 
information packet. Call 202-452-5940. 

U.S. MARINE CORPS Officer Programs- 

6-10 week paid summer internship 
management/leadership experience, no 

obligation to serve, 30 days paid vacation 
per year, guaranteed aviation positions, 

competitive starting salaries, and equal 

opportunity employer. 301-394-0519. 

5-PART TIME POSITIONS- The 
National Energy Marketers Association 
(NEMA) was created to implement 
restructuring of the natural gas and 
electricity markets nationwide. The 

| President needs the best and brighest 
students with the following qualifications: 
1. Top analytical and writing skills. 
Writing sample required. 2. Very high-tech 

internet capabilities needed- Creative 
HTML and on-line database management 

skills plus proficiency in Office 97, Power 
Point, Outlook; scanning, Acrobat and 

Excel programs required. Accounting skills 
also helpful. 3. One portable lap top 
computer- 200MHz or better with private 
internet access. 4. Casual work hours and 
environment, walking distance from 
campus. 5. Starting rate: $10/hour. Fax or 

E-mail resume and 1 page writing sample 

to: Craig G. Goodman, President, national 

Energy Marketers Association. 3333 K 
Street, Suite 425; Washington, DC 20007. 

E-mail: cgoodman@bellatlantic.net. http:// 

www.energymarketers.com Tel: 202- 
333-3288 Fax: 202-333-3266. 

VALET- Earn up to $9-13/hour: with tips. 
Federal Valet needs car parkers in the 
Washington Area. FT or PT, evenings and 

weeekends. Call 202-364-8399. 

$1500 weekly potential mailing our 

circulars. No Experience Required. Free 
Information packet. Call 202-452-5942. 

FULL TIME Summer Employment- F/T 
counselor/babysitter wanted for summer 
home camp, June 14 through summer: four 

children ages 6-8. Must be able to drive 
(we provide the van) and swim. Experience 

with children preferred. Call Abby -- 202- 
707-2138 or 202-547-5452 after 6pm. 

MUSKIER TOURS and Summer 

Discovery Summer Opportunities- 

Counselors needed for our student travel 

programs and/or our pre-college enrich- 

ment programs. Applicants must be 21 
years old by June 20, 1999. We need 
*Mature *Hardworking *Energetic 
individuals who can dedicate 4-7 weeks 
this summer with teenagers. To recieve an 

application or to find out more informa- 
tion Call (888) SUMMER or Email: 

jen@summerfun.com 

SUMMER JOBS in DC working with 

youth in local National Parks. 21/older; 

drover’s license, First Aid/CPR. 

Application: Gary/Student Conservation 

* Association #703-524-2441. 

SPRING/SUMMER Internship. Gain 
valuable advertising/sales/PR experience 

. and get paid while working for your 
Campus Telephone Directory! Call 
College Directory Publishing 800-466- 
2221 ext.270 www.campusdirectory.com 

PERSONAL CARE assistant wanted for 

disabled female week nights Monday- 

Friday 10pm through 9am sleeping time 
included. Experience preferred/must 
speak excellent English. McLean 
residence 703-448-3314. 

FIRE AND ICE is looking for FT/PT 
help for our DC and Georgetown 
locations. We sell unique jewerly, fossils, 
and minerals in an elegant, creative 
atmosphere. Applicants should be 
friendly and intelligent. Call Debra at 
202-783-3669. Be 

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN- Clinical 
Research Management, Inc. has an 
immediate part time position available for 
20-25 hrs per week at the Walter Reed 
Army Institute of Research located in 

DC. Both students and grad students 

may apply. Hours are flexible. Fax 
resume or outline of experience to Marge 

1-800-538-1420. 

PART-TIME Accountant- Feld Enter- 

tainment, Inc., the world’s largest 

producer of live family entertainment 

including Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 

Bailey and Disney on Ice is seeking a PT 

Accountant (25-30 hrs/wk). This 
position requires bookkeeping/accounting 

and excel experience. 25-30 hrs/wk and is 
located in our headquarters office in 
Tyson’s Corner. Send resume to 

Feld@alexus.com or fax 888-435-3939 

Job # GACPTAGT. 

   RGEC. VBR 

#1 SPRING BREAK Specials! Cancun 

‘www. endlesssummertours.com 

  
  

& Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459, Florida 

$129. Free “Spring Beak Uncensored” 
video included!!! 1-800-234-7007. 

www. endlesssummertours.com 

#1 PANAMA CITY vacations! Free 

Parties - No Cover. Best beachfront 

hotels from $129. Free “Spring Break 
Uncensored” Video! 1-800-234-7007. 

BE FLEXIBLE... Europe $288 r/t plus 
taxes. TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999! 
Mexico/Caribbean $159 r/t plus taxes. 
Cheap Fares Worldwide!!! Call: 800- 
326-2009. www.airhitch.org. 

GET THE HELL Out of here! Mexico, 

the Caribbean or Central America $199 

round trip. Europe $169 one way. 
Other worldwide destinations cheap. 
Book tickets on line. www.airtech.com 

or (212) 219-7000. 

RB 

  

LSAT, GRE, & GMAT preparation 

courses at GWU. $475 or less-- about 

half the cost of commercial prep classes! 
Call GW at 973-1150. 

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS between 

18-30 yrs old NEEDED FOR VAC- 
CINE STUDY. Volunteers compensated 

for each blood draw. For more informa- 

tion call Fort Detrick, Frederick, 

Maryland. 1-800-579-5384 or 301-619- 

4599. 

Call 202- 

687 - 

3947 To 

Have 

NIE 

Space Be 

VOIR     

10-for-20 shooting, kept on hitting 
the outside jumper which opened up 
things inside for Villanova center 
Brandi Barnes. Barnes jump hook 
with five minutes left closed the gap 
to 53-50. 

Thomas came up huge once again 
for the Hoyas, responding with a 
three-point play that increased the 
lead again. The two teams traded 
baskets down the stretch, and 

Walker put the game away. 
Although being the marked one 

all night, Smrcka-Duffy managed to 
score 16 points and lead her team in 
rebounding with nine boards. The 
weak spot for the Hoyas on the 
night was, in fact, rebounding, al- 

lowing the Wildcats to out-rebound 
them 42-39. 

Senior guard Melba Chambers added 
10 points on the night, and senior center 
Katie Heindel came up with eight in her 
last home game for the Hoyas. 

The Hoyas now go to Rutgers to 
play Pittsburgh in the first round of 
the Big East tournament. The Hoyas 
beat the Panthers twice this year, 
80-61 in McDonough Jan. 13 and 76- 
71 in Pittsburgh Feb. 16. The Pan- 
thers ended up the year with a 3-15 
mark in the Big East. 

“I expect the game to be tough, I 
think we’re playing for something,” 
Knapp said, alluding to his team’s 
post-season chances. 1 think we 
need to win two more.’ 

If the Hoyas advance and beat Pitts- 
burgh, they will face the winner of the 

Boston College/Seton Hall game in the 
second round on Sunday in Piscataway, 
NJ. 

Friday 

February 26, 1999 
eLauinger Andin Vinal Resource Center (A-VLRC) is holding a 
half-hour training session for users of classroom technology in 

Reiss 282 at 12:30pm. For more information, or to schedule 

  

  

Conference Overall 

Team Ww L Pct. Y LL Pct. 

Connecticut 17 1 .944 24 4 .857 

Rutgers 17 1 944 25 4 862 
Notre Dame 15 3...833 23. 3 .885 
Boston College 12 6 .667 20 6 .769 
Georgetown 10 8 .556 16 10 .615 
Villanova 9 9 .500 13-413 .500 
Miami 9 9.500 4 12 538 

St. John’s 7-11 +~ 389 12-17 414 

Syracuse 6:12: :.333 10 16 385 
West Virginia 5: K.132%:278 10 16 385 
Providence 4 14 .286 Sina] 102 

Pittsburgh 3:18. .167 8 18 308 
Seton Hall 3:15. .167 6:20 231   
  

Tuesday’s Results 
  

Connecticut 105, Syracuse 43 

Boston College 72, Pittsburgh 66 

Georgetown 64, Villanova 61 

Miami 62, Notre Dame 89 

St. Johns 69, Providence 62 

Rutgers 88, West Virginia 59 
  

Saturday’s Schedule 
  

Big East Championship First Round (pairings and times, right) 
  

Sunday’s Schedule 
  

Big East Championship Quarterfinals (pairings and times, right) 
  

Monday’s Schedule 
  

Big East Championship Semifinals, 6, 8 
  

Tuesday’s Schedule 
  

Big East Championship Final; 7:30 

and individual training session, contact John Steitz, Lauinger A- 

VLRC, at x77517. 

Friday 

February 26, ; 999 

*The Classes of 2000 and 2001 select housing in 1 the village C 
Multi-Purpose Room as scheduled 

Monday 

March 1, 1999 
Students seeking exemption from the sophomore requirement 
to live on-campus must submit their requests to the Housing 
Office before 5pm. 

Tuesday 

March 2, 1999 

*Male members of the Class of 2002 seeking apartments should 
apply from 9am- 5pm in the Housing Office. 

Wednesday 
March 3, 1999 

«Female members of the Class of 2002 seeking apartments 
should apply from 9am-5pm in the Housing Office. 

The Community Calendar is here for you! 

Drop by our office at 421 Leavey 

or call us at 202-687-3947 with submissions  



  

  

  

Georgetown 's Leading Sports Authority Since 1920 

OYA SPORT 
  

  

  

79th year www.thehoya.com/sports February 26,1999 
  

MEeN’s Hoops 
  

Heart-Attack Hoyas Pull Off Upset of Rutgers 
Georgetown Holds Off Late Scarlet Knight Run to Keep Postseason Hopes Intact 
By Sean P. FLYNN 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

In a season of heartbreaking losses and 
blown leads, the Hoyas finally pulled out a 
late win, staving off a late run to beat Rutgers 

_ 57-53. 
| The Hoyas’ win 

gave them an im- 
| portant step up in 

the quest for a 
berth in the National Invitational Tournament 
while damaging Rutgers’ hopes for an NCAA 
at-large bid. Georgetown has a 14-13 record 
and with a win against Providence can guar- 

  

antee a .500 record at season’s end, the mini- 

mum for NIT consideration. 
The Scarlet Knights, on the other hand, 

may have seen their NCAA bubble burst. At 
17-10 and with a three-game losing streak, 
including losses to No. 4 Connecticut and 
Seton Hall, Rutgers will probably have to win 
its last game — at No. 11 Miami — as well as 
two or three games in the Big East Tournament 
to regain consideration. 

Georgetown never trailed in the game char- 
acterized by the Hoyas’ legendary unrelent- 
ing defense. Senior center Jameel Watkins 
blocked six Scarlet Knight shots and fresh- 

i 

man guard Kevin Braswell dominated Rutgers’ 
senior guard Geoff Billet defensively, holding 
the Rutgers team leader to 2-for-8 shooting on 
Senior Night. 

But by the end of the game the Hoyas 
haunting reminders of past losses, especially 
the Jan. 30 loss to Villanova in which 
Georgetown lost, 93-90 in double overtime 
after the Wildcats made two three-pointers in 
the last 2.4 seconds. With 10:40 remaining the 

Hoyas were ahead 44-31, but a 15-4 Rutgers 
run cut the Hoyas’ lead to 48-46 by the 1:14 
mark Rutgers had tied the game up at 53. 

But instead of choking, the Hoyas buckled 

down. Sophomore guard Nat Burton (team- 
high 13 points) sank two free throws after 
driving to the hoop on the following posses- 
sion to give the Hoyas the advantage. On 
Rutgers’ possession, Georgetown’s defense 
forced a turnover and with 22.8 seconds re- 
maining, Anthony Perry went to the line for 
two free throws. After making the first, Perry 
missed the second, setting up Rutgers’ chance 
for a tie. 

After a pair of timeouts, Rutgers got the 
ball to senior forward Rob Hodgson, who 
somehow had gotten open for a three- 

See MEN’S HOOPS, ». 8 
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Ex-Guard First 

To Make Women's 

‘Wall of Fame’ 

By MicHaeL MEebici 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Every time someone goes into 
McDonough Arena, that person 

is instantly reminded of all the 
great basketball players who have 
donned Georgetown uniforms in 
the past. All of the men who pro- 
ceed to the NBA from Georgetown 
have their professional jerseys 
hanging on the north wall of the 
gym for everyone to see. Ewing, 
Mutombo, Mourning, Iverson, - 

they are all there. 
In fact, everyone is there, but 

somewhere, along the way, some- 
one forgot to include the great 
women who have played here. 

Until now. 
At the women’s team’s Feb. 13 

game against Miami, the all-time 
leading scorer in Georgetown 
women’s basketball history, Kris 
Witfill, came back to the hilltop 
and was honored at halftime of the 
Georgetown vs. Miami game. In- 
cluded in the ceremony was the 

presentation of her Georgetown 
uniform, which will hang on the 
women’s basketball “Wall of 
Fame.” 

Just by looking at the numbers, 
Witfill is more than deserving of 
the honor. 

First on GU’s all-time leading 
scorers list (1885), second in 
games played (112), third in free- 
throw percentage (78.6), ninth in 
field-goal percentage (46.8), ninth 
in assists (270), and eighteenth in 
rebounding (458). All for a woman 
just 5-foot-7. : 

She was the leading scorer in 5 
of her 112 games, and holds the 
highest single season points-per- 
game average (22.6) and total 
points record (611), both set in the 

1990-91 season. 
With these numbers, Witfill is 

no stranger to receiving honors. 
She was the Big East Most Valu- 
able Player as a senior in 1992- 
1993. She was named to the Big 
East All-Rookie Team her fresh- 
men year, named to Second Team 
All-Big East the next two years 

i and named First Team All-Big East 
her senior year. 

“It was the most exciting time in 
my life. We really had something 
special here,” Witfill said of her 
time here. As she is probably the 
best player in Georgetown’s his- 

i tory, her team was the best one 

Witfill Takes Her Place Among Georgetown’s Best 

  
Kris Witfill led the Hoyas to the Sweet 16 in 1993 and will have her jersey honored on the Wall of Fame. 

PHOTO COURTESY GEORGETOWN SPORTS INFORMATION 

  See WITFILL, ». 9     
  

Hoya Statbox 

  

  

  

. Big East Men’s Ratings Percentage Index 

. Team Record .Pct. RPI Nat. Rank 
' 1.Connecticut 24-2 .923 .6447 5 
' 2.Miami 20-5 .800 .6261 9 
: 3.St. John’s 23-6 703 -.6276 8 
‘4.Syracuse 18-9 .667 .5686 47 
'5.Villanova 18-9° B67 .5755 33 
16.Rutgers 17-10 630 .5736 39 
7.Providence 15-12 :556 5570 60 
8.Seton Hall 12-12 .500 .5458 . 80 
9.Notre Dame 13-14 481 .5333 102 
10.Georgetown 13-13 .500 .5426 84 
11.Pittsburgh 13-15 464 5255 114 
12.West Va. 9-17 .346 .5069 138 
13.Boston Col. 6-19 .240 .4704 201     

  

Women’s Hoops 

Hoyas 

Edge 

Friars 
No. 5 Seed 

Awaits GU 
By MicHAEL MEDici 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

  

  

There was pressure from all 
around heading into the final 
regular season game for the 
Georgetown women’s basket- 
ball team. The Hoyas had lost 
two out their last three games, 
both of which were on their 
home floor and by deficits of 
more than 15 points. 
Georgetown’s opponent, 
Villanova, was tied along with 

the Hoyas and Miami for fifth 
place in the conference. A loss 
meant a seventh seed in the 

: Big East 
Confer- 

| encetour- 

nament, 
while a 

win meant a fifth seed and a 
game against Pittsburgh, 
whom the Hoyas have beaten 
twice. On top of this, the Wild- 

cats have owned the Hoyas of 
late, winning eight of the last 
10, including a win at 
McDonough Arena last year. 

The Hoyas, however, didn’t 

let any of these thoughts creep 
‘into their mind, as they pulled 
out the pressure-packed win 
64-61 to end their regular sea- 
son with a 16-10 record, 10-8 

in the conference. 
The game was close 

throughout, as Villanova’s 
shooting counteracted 
Georgetown’s inside. game, but 
freshman point guard Lesley 
Walker hit two free throws with 
just over 10 seconds remain- 
ing to win it for the Hoyas. 

Walker, a 64.5-percent free- 
throw shooter, worst among 
the Hoya. starters, calmly sank 
the free throws without any 
worry to secure the fifth seed 
and a game against 12th- 
seeded Pittsburgh on Satur- 
day at Rutgers University in 
Piscataway, N.J. 

The Hoyas had their work 

  

cut out for them from the be- 

ginning, falling behind 7-0 
right out of the gate. The 
Wildcats opened up in a box- 
and-1 defense, concentrating 

on sophomore guard Katie 
Smrcka-Duffy, and the Hoyas 
had a little trouble getting 
looks in the early going. 
Couple that with poor re- 
bounding, and Georgetown 
called timeout to change 
things up. 

The Hoyas answered with a 
6-0 run of their own, inspired 
by the play of senior captain 
Sylita Thomas, playing in her 
final home game of her career 
on Senior Night. Thomas 
scored a team high 22 points 
on the evening. 

“Sylita stepped up,” Head 
Coach Patrick Knapp under- 
stated after the game. 

Villanova answered back, 

though, and opened up a 31- 
20 lead with five minutes left 
in the first half. Lauren 

See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 9     
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On Music’s Biggest Night, Hip-Hop Diva Lauryn Hill Shines Brightest 

THERE’S SOME-‘THING’ ABOUT LAURYN: Lauryn Hill won five Grammy awards Wednesday, including best album for “The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill and best R&B song for ‘That Thing. 

R&B Artists Usher In New Era 
By DasH RoBinsON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

plished through the past year, proving that 
a break from the accepted mainstream — 
her break from the Fugees was less than 
ceremonious — does not mean that a re- 

  

In a rare but fitting display of substance 
over style, the 41st annual Grammy Awards 
— riding the time-honored ideal of honoring 
the past to elucidate the present — turned 
into a tribute to Lauryn Hill, the new queen of 
soul whose very essence combines the best of 
the present with the wisdom of the past. 

Hill, for her work on “The Miseducation 

of Lauryn Hill,” garnered five Grammys, 
including best album, and set the emotional 
and thematic tone for an evening that shed 
a new light on one of the traditionally plas- 
tic artistic ventures of the year. | 

It wasn’t even the Psalm 40 that she read 
in her acceptance speech for Best New Art- 
ist, or her somewhat laid-back performance 

of “To Zion,” that fully captured the feel. 
Hill was singular in what she had accom- 

vival cannot be in store. Her album is a 
cohesive mix of soul and spunk, past and 
present. The sounds of be-bop music meet 
the hard core rhythms of today, and harmo- 

nizing about the hardships and realities of 
life takes on a 90s tone. 

Although the evening was Hill’s, host 
Rosie O’Donnell underscored a generally 
dressed-down ceremony, laying aside her 
usually nasal and annoying tonalities for a 
more tasteful, impersonation-laden schtick 
that kept the evening moving at a tolerably 
fast pace. She recovered from a most inappro- 
priate entrance, in which she imitated 

Madonna’s opening performance by dress- 
  

See GRAMMYS. pr. 4G 

  Movies | | 

The Many Faces of De Niro 
Star’s Portrayal Runs the Spectrum of Emotions 
ERic CHRISTENSEN 
Hora S1AFF WRITER 

In “Analyze This,” Paul Vitti (Robert De Niro of “GoodFellas,” “Great Expectations”) is the 

head of aNew York crime family. Born and raised in the Cosa Nostra, Vitti should have no problem 

with his duties. But what happens when he starts having trouble breathing, can’t sleep, starts 

acting distant around his wife and kids, and can’t please his mistress? He goes to psychiatrist Ben 

Sobol (Billy Crystal of “When Harry Met Sally,” “City Slickers”). 

Sound familiar? Well, if you've seen HBO's “The Sopranos,” it does. The new genre of the made 

man and his shrink is already being recycled in Hollywood. However, “Analyze This” success- 

fully mixes the drama and comedy into an honest to god funny movie. 

The film’s plot uses the mafia cliches to its advantage. Ben Sobol is a divorced suburban New 

York head doctor who’s only wishes are to get married to his fiancée Laura MacNamara (Lisa 

Kudrow of “The Opposite of Sex,” “Romy and Michelle’s High School Reunion” and, of course, 

“Friends”), raise his son Michael, and help his patients. This normal life changes when he rear- 

ends Jelly (Joe Viterelli of “Bullets Over Broadway”), Paul Vitti’s bodyguard. Although Jelly 

wants to rid himself of Sobol as soon as possible, Ben manages to press his card into Jelly’s hand. 

When Jelly i is asked to find Vitti a shrink, Jelly hands over Sobol’s card and a relationship is born. 

Sobol is thrown into Paul Vitti’s world of mob hits, FBI surveillance, and wise guys like Joey 

See ANALYZE, ». 5G 

  

Hip-hop star Lauryn Hill, 24, 

had the music industry’s biggest 

night Wednesday, collecting five 

Grammy’s and setting the record 

for most Grammy awards by a 

female artistin one year. Her 

awards were: 

Album of the Year 

Best New Artist 

Best Female R&B Vocal 

Best R&B Song 
Best R&B Album 

  Courtesy CoLumBIA Music 

Turning In, T ring Out the Granny 
By MicHAEL DART WADSWORTH 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

through my skull as she paced the halls like a 
demented indigent. 

Of course, now that five of Hill’s ten nomi- 
Here's preface in yer eye: I hate the Grammys. 

I absolutely abhor them. And frankly, I hate 

  

just about every artist/band/what-have-you 
that gets nominated for these pieces of tin. 
Every year the Awards just incense ‘me so 
‘much, to the point that I don’t know what to do 

with myself. Anyway .. 
thanks for that. Let's S Ga Analysis 

And now an ill-con- 
ceived, yet incredibly emphatic diatribe ... 

The Grammys happened on Wednesday, 
everybody. The whole day became a painful 
experience for me. Consider: This girl on my 
floor — incidentally, she irks me like a stab 

wound — stepped up for an impromptu perfor- 
mances of Lauryn Hill songs. And so, all day 
and all night, I could hear her gentle “That 

nations, including Album Of The Year and 
Best New Artist, came to fruition, Lord knows 

how many freaky-deakies will be rushing out 
to Olsson’s to purchase “The Miseducation Of 
Lauryn Hill,” only to commit every song dis- 
cordantly to memory and mindlessly regurgi- 
tate/massacre various lyrics right in my ear. 
Good God, I can hear them now. 

Even M2 — rebellious sister station to MTV 
— opted on Wednesday to play nothing but 
Grammy-nominated artists’ videos in lieu of 
their usually diverse and bad-ass selection of 
lesser-known videos. My guess is that the suits 
at Music Television, who are probably in ca- 
hoots with the Grammy people, compelled M2 
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‘A Basketball Diary: 

Looking at Hoop Dreams 
* FilmcolumnistTan Hartman-O'Connell examines 
Hollywood's portrayal of aspiring basketball players, particu- 
larly the 1995 documentary ‘Hoop Dreams,” which chronicled 
the lives of two inner-city high: school lethletss, and the 1983 

  

  

classic “Hoosiers.” 

Bar Review: Chi-Cha Lounge 
Bar writer Brian Egolf visits alittle-known U Street tavern 

that offers a taste gof Casablanca. 
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Diagnosing WCW's Ailments 
By WiLL ScHisa 
AND BILL JORDAN 
Hora STAFF WRITERS 
  

WCW has had trouble competing with the WWF 
ever since early last year, when the World Wrestling 
Federation decided to take a more adult-oriented 
approach. WCW Nitro, which once consistently 
dominated the Monday-Night ratings wars, now 
consistently finishes behind Raw and sometimes 
even has fewer viewers than the WWF's Sunday 
Night Heat program. 

More worrisome for WCW than its diminishing 
ratings, however, is the fact that recent weeks have 

demonstrated that WCW'’s creative minds have abso- 
lutely no clue as to what the average wrestling fan 
wants to see. Recent Ni- 
tros have been a caval- 
cade of random matches 
between mid-carders 
with no story or feud 
behind them to make 
viewers care. Jerry Flynn 
and Mike Enos may put 
on a great match, but if 

fans don’t know who 
they are or why they are 

fighting, there is no rea- 
son to watch. 

In order to prove that 
we are not merely whiny 
critics, we have come 

up with three steps that 
WCW could take to im- 
prove its product. 

Ditch Hulk Hogan. 

Hogan was the single 
biggest name in the sport in the ’80s, but right now 
he’s a complete dinosaur. He insists on being the 
champion, but rarely defends the belt. When he does 
defend the belt, he rarely, if ever, will agree to lose it. 
The result is a stagnant World Title picture and 
horrible World Title matches when they do occur. At 
the very least, WCW needs to get the belt off of Hogan 
and into the hands of a more capable champion. 

Make Bret Hart a Horseman. This column has 
already discussed the Southern Federation’s poor 
handling of the Hitman, and this is one of the few 

ways we feel WCW can keep the “Excellence of 
Execution” from retiring. Joining the Horsemen 
would give Hart instant credibility as a face, and 
prevent Ric Flair from taking off his shirt and 
wrestling anymore. 
More WWF Style Interviews. While the WCW is 

no stranger to the interview segment, the way in 
which it conducts its interviews — usually with 
Mean Gene or Tony Schiavonie asking the ques- 
tions — does not hold a candle to the WWE's take 
on the age old wrestling tradition. The WWF has" 
consistently used interviews to further plot lines 
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along with making fans care about the superstars. If 
an interview doesn’t do this, it’s not worth its airtime. 

Raw Recap 
The show opened with an interview that revealed 

signs of dissension in Vince McMahon's corporate 
team, as new member Paul Wight challenged the 
Rock to a World. Title Match. Mankind made an 
appearance to volunteer to be the special referee for 
the match. When it came time for the match, how- 

ever, the rivalry between Wight and the Rock was 
revealed to be part of a plan to ambush Mankind, 
who once again fell prey to Corporate trickery. 

Billy Gunn and Ken Shamrock squared off to 
determine the top contender to Val Venis’ Intercon- 

tinental Title. The match went to a no-decision 
when Venis interfered, sparking a three-way brawl. 
Billy’s “brother” Bart Gunn made a return to WWE 
action after a long stint in Japan, challenging for 
Bob Holly’s Hardcore title. Gunn was on the verge 
of winning when a mysterious man attacked him, 

giving Holly the victory. 
The Main Event was an “Inferno Match” between 

the Undertaker and Kane. The ring was surrounded 
by flames and the only way either wrestler could win 

  

was by setting his opponent on fire. While the match ° 
was occurring, WWF owner Vince McMahon re- 

ceived a package from Paul Bearer, the Undertaker’s 
manager. Upon opening the package and finding a 
teddy bear, Vince became extremely distraught. 
Meanwhile, the Undertaker finally got the better of 

his younger brother, setting Kane’s leg on fire. The 
"Taker then turned to McMahon, setting the teddy 
bear on fire as the show ended. 

Nitro Notes 

Notable matches saw Bret Hart's stock fall even 
further, as he dropped a clean pinfall to midcarder 
Booker T. Bam Bam Bigelow got back on track after 
his loss to Goldberg at Superbrawl, beating Van 
Hammer. Rey Misterio Jr., sans mask, scored a major 
upset by pinning Kevin Nash. Chris Jericho contin- 
ued to be punished for his refusal to sign a contract 
extension, losing to Hugh Morrus. 

The Main Event featured “Big Poppa Pump” 
Scott Steiner against Goldberg. Goldberg got the 
upper hand after a short match, prompting a run-in 
by the rest of the NWO. Rick Steiner made his return 
after a long layoff , helping Goldberg clear the ring. 

After the main event, we were supposed to see a 
mediation session between Ric and David Flair, 

hosted by announcer Tony Schiavonie. Instead, 
however, TNT's signal was “pirated” by the NWO, 
and we were treated to a skit where the members of 
the NWO parodied the Horsemen. This was actually 
reasonably funny, but at the same time it was an 
incredibly lame way to end the show. 
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there is only one rule, 
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© www.cruelintentions.com 

Pick Up Your Free Passes to 

CRUEL INTENTIONS 
at The Hoya today!!! 

Ticket Distribution is on a first-come, first serve basis. 

  

  

  

   

  

AMC COURTHOUSE 

2150 Clarendon Blvd., 

Arlington, Virginia 

Payback—~Fri-Sat: (Sat: 1:15), 

5:15,7:45,10:15; Sun: 1:15,5:15, 

7:30, 10:00; Mon-Thu: 5:30, 7:40, 

10:10 

Saving Private Ryan—Fri-Sun: 
(Sat-Mon: 12:30),4:00,7:15, (Fri- 

Sat: 10:30); Mon-Thu: 5:00, 8:15 

Blast From the Past—Fri-Sun: 

(Sat-Sun: 2:00), 4:45, 7:15, 9:45; 

Mon-Thu: 5:15, 7:30, 9:50 

Message in a Bottle—Fri-Sat: 
(Sat: 1:30), 4:30, 7:30, 10:30; 

Sun: 4:30, 7:20, 10:15; Mon-Thu: 

| 5:00, 7:40, 10:20 

Rushmore— Fri-Sun: (Sat-Mon: 

2:00),5:45,8:15 (Sun: 10:20), 10:30; 

Mon-Thu: (Thu: 5:00) 5:45, 7:50, 

9:50 

8MM---Fri-Sun: (Sat-Sun: 1:00), 

4:45,7:45, (Sun: 10:30), 10:45; Mon- 

Thu:5:15,7:50, 10:30 

October Sky—Fri-Sun: (Sat-Sun: 

1:45) 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Mon-Thu: 

5:45,8:00,10:20 

Shakespeare in Love—Fri-Sat: 
(Sat: 2:00), 5:00, 8:00, 10:45; Sun: 

2:00,5:00, 7:45, 10:30; Mon-Thu: 
5:30,8:00,10:30 

WISCONSIN 
AVENUE 

4000 Wisconsin Ave. 

N.W., Washington D.C. 

October Sky—1:40,4:20,7:10 

(except Tue), 9:40 

Payback—1:50,4:50,7:30 (except 
Tue-Wed), 10:10 

Saving Private Ryan—1:00, 
4:30,8:00 

8MM—1:10,2:00, 3:50,4:40, 6:30, 

7:20,9:10,10:00 

The Other Sister—1:20,4:10, 

7:00,9:50 

MOVIE LISTINGS 
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DUPONT CINEMA 

- 1350 19th St. 

N.W., Washington, D.C. 

200 Cigarettes—2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 

10:00 

Central Station—2:10, 4:40, 

7:10,9:40 
Elizabeth—1:50,4:20, 6:50,9:20 

Affliction—2:00,4:30,7:00,9:30 

Little Voice—2:20, 4:50,7:20 

(except Thu), 9:50 

FOUNDRY THEATER 
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. 

N.W., Washington, D.C. 

The Celebration—(Sat-Sun: 

2:30), 5:00, 7:30, 10:00 

Dancing at Lughnasa— (Sat- . 

Sun: 2:10),4:40,7:10,9:40 

Pleasantville—(Sat-Sun: 2:05), 

4:35,7:05,9:35 

Hurlyburly—4:30, 7:00, 9:30 (Sat- 
Sun: 2:00) 

Enemy of the State— (Sat-Sun: 

1:30)4:15,7:00,9:45 

American History X— (Sat-Sun: 

2:20) 4:50, 7:20, 9:50 

Star Trek: Insurrection— (Sat- 

Sun: 2:15)4:45,7:15,9:45 

TENLEY THEATER 

4200 Wisconsin Ave. 

N.W., Washington D.C. 

The Thin Red Line—1:30, 4:15, 

8:00 

Office Space—1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 

7:30,9:40 

Blast From the Past—2:00, 

4:30, 7:00 (except Tue), 9:30   

"UNION STATION 9 

50 Massachusetts Ave. 

N.W., Washington D.C. 

Jawbreaker—Fri-Sun: 2:00,4:30, 

7:00, 9:30, (Fri-Sat: 12:00); Mon- 

Thu: 1:55, 5:20, 7:40 9:50 

October Sky—Fri-Sun: 1:15, 

4:15,7:05, 9:40, (Fri-Sat: 12:10); 

Mon-Thu: 1:20, 5:10, 7:35,9:55 

My Favorite Martian—Fri-Sun: 

1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:50 (Fri-Sat: 

12:20); Mon-Thu: 2:00, 5:40, 8:00, 

10:15 

Payback—~Fri-Sun: 1:20,4:00, 

7:00, 9:30, (Fri-Sat: 12:00); Mon- 

Thu: 1:15, 5:20, 7:40, 10:00 

She’s All That—Fri-Sun: 12:45, 
3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:15; Mon-Thu: 

1:45,5:45,8:15,10:30 

8MM—Fri-Sun: 1:30,4:30, 7:15, 

10:00, (Fri-Sat: 12:40); Mon-Thu: 

1:25,5:00,7:50, 10:25 

Message in a Bottle—Fri-Sat: 

1:50, 5:00, 7:50, 10:40; Sun: 1:50, 

5:00, 7:45, 10:25; Mon-Thu: 1:50, 

5:30, 8:20 

Saving Private Ryan—Fri- 

Sun: 12:50, 4:40, 8:20, (Fri- 

Sat:11:50); Mon-Thu: 1:10, 4:50, 

8:30 

The Faculty— Fri-Sat: 12:35 

GPB MOVIE 

ICC Auditoriun 

As Good As It Gets—Fri.- 

Sun:, 7:30, 10:00. 

Price: $2 
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For Its Beer and Ambience, Three Cheers for Chi-Cha Lounge 

U Street 

This week, Dan — who is taking the week off — and I found a definite winner, 
the Chi-Cha Lounge. This place is many things to many people, and it does a good 
job of delivering what patrons are looking for in a bar/lounge. Those looking for 
a drunken beer-fest should just keep on walking past the doors toward the 
Republic Gardens down the street because the Chi-Cha is a sophisticated place 
worthy of the most discerning bohemian or young Washington sophisticate. 

Chi-Cha is located in one of the District’s fastest growing nightlife sections: 
U Street. While Adams Morgan, Dupont and Georgetown are all well established 
and have good places to offer, no area of town does a better job of putting such 
a wide array of cutting edge bars 
and restaurants into such a small 
area. U Street from 13th to 17th is 
hopping practically every night BRIAN EGOLF 
of the week, and the Chi-Cha a 
leads the way. 

Across from one of the 

  

      

  

on 

the Bar Scene ters, Chi-Cha is a funky haven in 
which almost anyone can find a 
good time. The place is dimly lit 
with wild artwork on the walls. 
The whole decor seems to be 
striving for a bit of a Moroccan 
flair, and you definitely get the 
feeling that you could be sitting 
in a secretive hookah bar on the outskirts of Casablanca. The main room is filled 
with small tables and comfortable over-stuffed chairs. Some couches are 
sprinkled throughout the place for larger groups. In the smaller back room, the 
seating is the same, but the atmosphere is even more exotic. 

The bar’s selection of beer and spirits is great. They’ve got everything, and 
the prices are decent. There's also a full menu for dinner and appetizers that are 
served until midnight. Chi-Cha has live music every night except Fridays and 
Saturdays, when a D.J. comes in. The musical style varies, so call ahead to see 
who’s performing. : 

The typical crowd at Chi-Cha is notable in its variety. It’s a very eclectic group 
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, trials and tribulations of his/her life 

“HYSTERICALLY FUNNY 
From Start To Finish.” 
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BARROOM BRAWL 

b Replete With Distnict Moroccan Flair 
with a healthy dose of Euros and tragi- 
cally hip twenty-somethings. When 
we went, the people who came in 
groups all seemed to be talking about 
the difficulty of their lives or the mel- 
ancholy they all feel as a result of 
experiences they share at work. I imag- 
ine that if everyone sitting around the 
big tables and on the couches failed to 
show up for work the next day, 

shut down. But, alas, no one would 

really notice, and the city would keep 
on going without them. 

The couples at Chi-Cha were actu- 
ally reasonably attractive and seemed 
like people I wouldn’t mind spending 
time with. I admit, Chi-Cha is a cool 

place, and I would take a date there. It’s 
off the beaten path, has unusual decor 

and a great bar, has live music most 

nights, and is quiet enough for two 
people to have a decent conversation 
(or at least for one person to be sure that 
his/her two-hour monologue about the 

can be heard without too much diffi- 
culty). 

This place is great for a date. For Dan 
and me, going out together, though, it 
wasn’t that great. I like Dan a lot, but 

I don’t like Dan a /oz, so I wasn’t 
interested in seeing how the glow of : 
the candle played off his eyes; although, I will say that if the light hits Dan in 
just the right way, he’s actually an attractive man. Guys, take a date, not your 

- PREVIIERE 
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PUPPY LOVE: Chi-Cha Lounge is the perfect blend of taste and atmosphere with a Casablancan flair. 

best friend. Girls, take a date, or if you like what you read in The Guide, wait to 

get asked on a date then hope the boy will take you to the Chi-Cha. 
The one problem with Chi-Cha is parking. The area around the bar is 

pretty much all residential, so you won’t have much luck finding a space 
anywhere except in a lot a few blocks away on U Street. There is one other 
option, however. You can park illegally right in front of Chi-Cha. Be 
careful, though, because as I said, the police headquarters is across the 
street. This could be a problem for some, but when it come to parking, I am 
above the law. 

Editor’s Note: The Chi-Cha Bar is located at 1624 U St., NW. For more 

information, call 202.234.8400. 

  

  

  

IT’S 11:59 ON NEW YEARS EVE. 
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR DATE IS? 

  

Ben Affleck Casey Affleck Dave Chappelle 
Guillermo Diaz Angela Featherstone Janeane Garofalo 
Gaby Hoffmann Kote Hudson Courtney Love Jay Mohr 

Martha Plimpton Christina Ricci Paul Rudd 
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VULNS 

Lauryn Hill: The newest queen of 

the music world took center stage 

and never let go, winning five 

awards, which set the record for 
females in any one ceremony. 

Among others, she won Album of 

the Year and New Artist of the Year 
for her work on “The Miseducation 

of Lauryn Hill.” The trend is a 

refreshing one. 

Celine Dion: Everyone’s favorite 

“Titanic” soundtrack contributor 
sailed away with Best Female Pop 
Vocal Performance for “My Heart 

Will Go On,” and James Horner and 
Will Jennings — the songwriters 

themselves — won for Song of the 

Year. She also gave the best live 
performance of the evening. Over- 

played? Yes. But props are still in 
order — talent is talent. 

The Females: Four out of the five 
nominees for Record of the Year were 
from female artists, and all the albums 

up for Album of the Year were by 
bands with female lead singers. Hill 
and Dion were the highlights, but 

Madonna also won Best Pop Album 
for “Ray of Light,” and the Dixie 

Chicks won for Best Country Album. 

LOSERS 

Shania Twain: Looks aren’t 
everything, as the “country” star got 

shut out of Record of the Year, 

Album of the Year and Song of the 

Year by more talented female 

contemporaries. Best Female Country 

Vocal Performance is quality, but this 

one had her sights set higher. 

Barenaked Ladies: These guys 

seemed to be the sure-shot earlier in 

the game, but faded fast. Plus, they 
lost to the Brian Setzer Orchestra 

(not that there’s anything wrong 

with that). 

OutKast: I’ve said it before, and I’11 

say it again: “Aquemini” was the 

best rap album of the year (it didn’t 

even get nominated), and “Rosa 

Parks” the best rap song. 

— DasH RoBINSON 
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With Little Suspense, Hill Ascends to Top 
From P. 1G 
ing in a kimono and schmoozing with two Japanese chefs. Disaster 
loomed, but O’Donnell recovered to set the tone. 

The awards themselves held little suspense, as the favorites ran 
away with all the spoils. “My Heart Will Go On,” the overplayed cash 
cow musical accompaniment to “Titanic,” won Record of the Year 

and Song of the Year. Sheryl Crow’s “The Globe Sessions” beat the 
Dave Matthews Band’s “Before These Crowded Streets” for Best 
Rock Album, a mild upset only insofar as Matthews has a knack of 
upstaging unexceptional efforts like Crow’s. 

Conformity reared its ugly head later on, though, as Will Smith’s 
“Gettin’ Jiggy Wit It” beat out Lauryn Hill’s “Lost Ones” and Wyclef 
Jean’s “Gone Till November,” two clearly more creative and daring 
ventures. Smith’s acceptance speech was, naturally, delivered with the 
impeccable combination of swagger and humor that reaffirmed the sad 
notion that hip-hop is still all about image — and not talent — to most 
ignorant observers. Smith had no business winning the award. 

Eric Clapton — who also played in a duet with B.B. King — took 
home the honors in Best Male Pop Vocal Performance for “My 
Father’s Eyes,” and Brandy and Monica took the prize for Traditional 
R&B Vocal Performance for “The Boy Is Mine,” which was also up 
for Record of the Year. 

The show itself was a refreshingly compact three hours long, which 
detracted from the quantity of some of the features that should have 
been given more play and fundamentally worked. Interludes. in- 
cluded a tribute to Duke Ellington, in which trumpeter Wynton 
Marsalis and vocalist Natalie Cole participated in a medley of the 
jazz legend’s works, and a lifetime achievement award ceremony 
honoring Sam Cooke, Otis Redding, Smokey Robinson, Mel Torme 

and Johnny Cash. “Seniors” night continued when Mel Brooks and 
Carl Reiner took home the award for Best Spoken Comedy Album for 
“The 2000-Year-Old-Man in the Year 2000.” 

The performance lineup, with the exception of a spirited duet by 
Celine Dion and blind tenor Andrea Bocelli, had the names but not 

the effort. Hill took the night off — nat that she didn’t deserve to — 
and Kirk Franklin and company’s rendition of “Lean On Me” had the 
flair but not the straight-up power that usually characterizes his work. 
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COURTESY ATLANTIC RECORDS 

SITTING PRETTY: Brandy, above, and Monica collaborated on the 

hit ‘The Boy Is Mine’ which won a Grammy for Best R&B 

Performance of a duo or group with vocal. 
  

Madonna set the tone from the outset with a performance of “Ray 
of Light,” the title song of the album that later won in the Best Pop 
category, relying on her image and panache to mask a lack of true 
lyrical strength. One can probably not realistically expect performers 
to give it their all on a night like this, when the awards have already 
been wrapped up, but it wouldn’t hurt to humor us once in a while. 

The night, though, was Hill’s from beginning to end, and deservedly 
so. Her versatility permeated a somewhat staid year in r&b, and it was 
fitting that the music industry recognized her contributions, which will 
hopefully rub off on some of her contemporaries. Getting the support of 
the bastion of mainstream ideals is a step in the right direction. 
  

The Grammys: A Gala for the Relatively F amous 
From p. 1G 
to play the Will Smith and Shania Twain drivel to hype the masses for 
the eve’s festivities. 

I contend that this was a grave mistake on the part of MTV, for it 
forced the always awesome M2 to rotate “Gettin’ Jiggy Wit’ It” and 
“You’re Still The One,” a sacrilegious act. M2 is a countercultural 
mecca, the only place I can turn to in order to escape the usual schlock. 

And then there were the 41st Annual (have they seriously been 
around that long?) Grammy Awards themselves: Once again a multi- 
tude of relatively famous people gathered to schmooze their way 
through a notoriously vicious pre-show media assault in order to pay 
homage to bland and oftentimes downright godawful tunes. Yes, 
that’s right. Just about everything that is abominable about modern 
music was collected under one roof to celebrate mediocrity and quasi- 
achievements in the world of music. 

Let us consider the wreckage: 
Backstreet Boys, what happened? What happened, fellas? Best 

New Artist pass you guys by? So sorry to hear it. Too bad Carson Daly 
and his “Total Request Live” (this isn’t a television show; it’s the fifth 

  

save you this time. ! 
Will Smith. Best Rap Solo Performance, huh? Nice job. So you 

drop the Fresh Prince moniker, drop DJ Jazzy Jeff, and start ripping 
off old tracks, laying your own intellectually base lyrics over the top, 
and you’re stylin’ now, right? Hey man, you gotta Prada. I under- 
stand. 

Is Barenaked Ladies really synonymous with LOSERS? Shocked 
and amazed am I to hear such ill tidings. I mean, getting beat out for 
Best Pop Performance By A Duo Or Group With Vocal by “Jump, Jive 
An’ Wail,” a worthy foe, but surely no match for the adept lyricism of 
“One Week!” That’s unthinkable. Well at least you’re all about value 
— like LeAnn Rimes, of course. Yo, homies, I got you faded. 

Goodness, I can’t take it anymore. I’m sorry, folks, I could go on all 
day about the horrendous implications of exalting music that sells the 
most solely because it is so diluted that it can attract “mass appeal” 
by appealing, namely, to the lowest common denominator of the 
population. But I should end it here, else I run the risk of touching on 
the Canadian Menace that is Celine Dion. Everybody run, please. Just 
save yourselves. : 

1. Britney Spears: . 

  

7 Counting Crows: : 

8. Celine Dion: The Colour of My Life 

horseman of the Apocalypse) crew of little girlies couldn’t step in to 

CHART WATCH | 
Billboard Magazine, March 6, 1999 

.Baby One More Time 

2. Lauryn Hill: The Miseducation ney Lewyr Hill 

3 The Offspring: Americana 

4. Dixie Chicks: Wide Open Spaces 

  

10. Various Artists: WWF, he Voasie Volume 3 

TOP 10 SINGLES 

Billboard Magazine, March 6, 1999 

  

i One More Time, Ip Britney Spears 

6. “AllI Have To jive! » Backstreet Boys 

  

8. “A Little More Time On vou, i “N NSyie 

9.“‘Have YouEver 
10.“You,” Jesse Powell 

THIS DATE IN 1994 

  

: Brandy 

Billboard Magazine, March 5, 1994 

    

4 August and i Bveryihing Afr 

  

10. Tom Petty And The Heartbreakers: Greatest Hits 
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‘Life and Death of King John’ Is Shakespeare’s Hidden Treasure 
By DANIEL HENTSHCEL 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

Even for one of Shakespeare’s histories, 

“The Life and Death of King John” has been 
famously un-famed. This makes it a tragedy. 
As one who considers himself on average an 
experienced traveler within the wooden ‘O’ 
of Shakespeare’s Oeuvre, l have but thumbed 
through it once and have maybe twice heard 
it alluded to in Extra-Shakespearean Liter- 
ary Discourse (ESLD). 
Now, after my first time seeing it performed 

at The Shakespeare Theatre, I'm convinced 
that it’s an “underrated contender” for the 
canon; which perhaps gives a little proof to 
the thought that ESLD — and maybe ISLD, 
for that matter — is, as T.S. Eliot wrote, but 
“0000 Shakespearean Rag, so elegant, so 
intelligent.” 

Although scholars have put the dating of 
this play under particular scrutiny and meth- 
odological doubt (and we know how both 
get around in academia), there seems to be 
a consensus that the final “fair copy” was 
scripted around 1594-95. This makes the 
play one of the Bard’s earlier works. Within 
this: consensus, the analytical researchers 
throw their evidence in the basket believ- 
ing the anonymous play, “The Trouble- 
some Reign of John, King of En- 
gland” (1591), to be Shakespeare’s major 
source. These findings have allowed the 
artistic director, Michael Kahn, to siphon 
off bits from this source to better fill in the 
gaps of “King John.” After glancing over 
the text just following the show I failed to 
find any significant changes in the dia- 
logue. Still, this does raise some wonderful 
questions for English majors and literary 
theorists about the preservation of autho- 
rial intent and the parameters of hermeneu- 
tics. But if the pragmatist can have his say, 
“Whatever the man did, it worked.” I have 
not been so ransacked with delight by a 
performance of the histories since Kahn put 
on his condensed version of the “King Henry 
VI” plays three years ago. If you are not 
already sucked into The Shakespeare The- 
atre, this will be the play to do it. 

All right, the gold nugget of evaluation is 
revealed barely into the review. But for the 
more tough-minded readers searching for a 
reason behind the praise, may you give me 
counsel first, before giving me leave. 

The typical critic’s diatribe describes 
“King John” as “lack” in one form or an- 

other. Once again, the critical world has in- 
fected itself with some fancy notion that this 
work has been scripted to fail from some 
internal flaw. And so the tragic history ofthis 
history thickens. Certainly, it must follow 
that since it was written young, “King John” 
is surely depraved. 

Michael Kahn, I believe, has dared wisely 
to overturn old codified notions to strike 
out a fuller conception of the play, begin- 
ning with the title role, King John. As an 
historical figure, the 13th-century king re- 
ceives a good deal of conflicting appropria- 
tion and reconstruction (He’s the whiny 
king that teams up with the Sheriff of 
Nottingham in the Robin Hood legends). 

According to well-known historical fact, 
King John was the younger brother and succes- 
sor to the thrown of Richard-the-Lion-Hearted 
(Coeur de Lion) and the king to (grudgingly/ 
happily) sign the Magna Carta, a watershed in 
English political reform conceding land rights 
to nobles. But all the fun begins well before 
that in the play. The time frame takes place all 
within the wider historical context of the col- 
lapse of the papal apex and the Babylonian 
captivity at Avignon. 

Wasting No Time 
The action unfolds quickly. Within the 

first few scenes we discover a bastard left 
behind by the deceased brother, Richard, the 
mother of a young child named “Arthur” 
making claims to King John’s crown with 
France’s sword at her side, and a full-blown 
war about to break out. A few scenes later, 
everything switches entirely around and a 
marriage approaches the alter. Before the 
scene ends, the game-pieces are again in 
radically different arrangements. The per- 
formance rotates and peaks again and again. 
Individual choice, human relations, precari- 
ous political allegiances, religious beliefs 
and realpolitik make up the major features of 
a storyline that etches out a rich plot and a 
character sketch of a profound king. 

The actor who plays King John (Philip 
Goodwin) had before him a daunting task of 
making sense of a character who most histo- 
rians and critics have called a massive, con- 
tradicting mess at worse, and a paradox at 
best. Even more daunting, the character’s 
moments in the play only come out piece- 
meal and condensed. It would be easy for the 
actor to slip into the old paradox motif, for 

  

how often do people simply equate paradox 
with depth? Ezra Pound called it the writer’s 
cheap trick. Working with Kahn, Goodwin 
reveals the old contradiction notion to be 
but surface grammar. 

Shakespeare simply did not hold a favor- 
able view of John I. We must also remember 

‘ that Shakespeare the poet differs greatly 
from Shakespeare the playwright/producer, 
who sought effect rather than perfection in 
the script. The better approach seems then to 
be the one that first recognizes the Bard’s 
personal agenda. He more plausibly thought 
that by creating a raw, indeterminate, frag- 
mented character, his. general audience 
would plainly see that King John was “unfit 
for rule” — a polemical view in his Tudor- 
infested ‘milieu. 

What the Bard did not know was that such 
a character would feel at home in the homeless 
world of (post)modernsim — even more so, 
one might argue, than Hamlet. Those who get 
to see the play will most surely feel this. 
Hamlet may have suffered from excessive in- 
trospection, internal contradictions, “be true 
to thy self’-ishness and all the other blah- 
authenticity, but it is those of us in the here and 
now who feel the weight of an absent “self,” 
secluded and alienated by the burden of great- 
ness once past, who strike a sympathetic reso- 
nance with King John. He is a king who 
struggles to define himself against his over- 
bearing brother before him, a human who has 
fleeting moments of valiant action, who must 
inevitably err to take refuge in mundane power 
and, in a very just-sort-of-there-way, shrivel 
up and dis-exist away. Even the anti-climax 
appears to be a part of Shakespeare’s intended 

effect. The production portrays these themes 
and augments more. What the spectator will 
not find, however, is ennui. 

Art of War 

Kahn’s choreographed battle scenes are 
so powerful and pregnant with meaning that 
they almost justify the use of spectacle in all 
straight plays. The figures fight on stage in 
slow motion under a cut-frame light while a 
beautifully sick syncopation marks the 
rhythm and tone. There are not enough 
adjectives to do justice to this aspect of the 
play; go see the production if only for this 
reason. We can only hope that Kahn will 
sample more “jungle techno” for his next 
production. 

  

In keeping with the physicality of this 
performance, the blocking excels. This is 
never more readily apparent than in the wed- 
ding scene, where King John splits with 
Rome (or vice versa) and relations hang in a 
continual flux while the viewer hesitates on 
edge for the next decision to take its course. 
Kahn supports the sudden transfers of power 
and meaning in this scene with experienced 
know-how blocking direction. 

All the King’s Men 
A good theater troupe of the Kings Men 

will always have the vocal skills to stress 
the antithesis and lift Shakespeare’s blank 
verse or prose off the page. But a better 
troupe can carry the weight of Elizabethan 
language with the careful ability to physi- 
cally give. The cast of the Shakespeare 
Theatre has both. Any newcomer that felt 
like he or she never quite got Shakespeare 
will, without effort, follow the action and 
dialogue on this stage. 

The stage, presented in the spare, emblem- 
atic style of Ming Cho-Lee, the current dozen 
of American set designers, fits particularly 
well with such a fresh interpretation of a 
classic. Its post and lintel design, coupled 
with its textured, alabaster gray surface, all 
dissected by a red beam, invokes the image 
ofan “Unreal City” — one without historical 
reference, without precedence. Now imag- 
ine staging those battle scenes of verse and 
white fire. 

The cast, however, is, with its sheer mul- 
tiplicity of manifested talent, the true force 
that stretches the set to its imaginative ends. 
Goodwin made a bold, but right-on, move to 
take the physical side as the entry point into 
his character. With his wide stance, his 
angled slouch and his jerking turns, King 
John becomes embodied as the crazed, the 
crippled and the child; crippled by his 
o’erbearing inheritance, mad with ambition 
and child-like with social ineptitude. 

It is a treat in theater to witness the full 
range and balance of an actor’s work. Al- 
though the actor who plays the King of 
France (Floyd King) may be best at home in 
a role of classical comedy (his Trinculo in 
the “Tempest” last season was gut-wrench- 
ing), his compassionate role in this perfor- 
mance was masterly crafted. His gestures and 
widened eyes, his ingenuous tone and neu- 
tral positioning — hovering between split 

  

groups — and humbling presence were all so 
natural that, in spite of the fact that his deeds 
continually betray his words, the audience 
and the characters alike still trust in his 
compassion and integrity time and again. 

Even more surprisingly believable was 
the role of the young boy, Arthur, who might 
as well have been yanked from the womb of 
a Wordsworthean spot of time. Don’t worry. 
The child is not a too-self-aware actor, but 
genuinely sweet-natured (and -tongued), 
posing a challenge to cynical viewers. 

Overkill 

The character Constance, however, who is 
the mother of the boy, has such histrionics 
already built into her verse that her forced 
woe drives both “melo” and “drama” to- 
gether from out of their origins. It comes as 
no shock that Jane Eyre thought of Constance 
as one of her favorite characters. The actress, 
Jennifer Harmon, fortunately, manages to 
bring the aesthetics of excess into an energy 
that offers wonderful contrasts. 

The Bastard and the Cardinal steal the 
show’s brilliance from the side. The humor 
and insightful cynicism of Philip the Bas- 
tard is conveyed masterfully by Edward Gero. 
Gero delivers lines with such unabashed 
bravado and distinction they almost are cast 
onto-themselves as in his soliloquy, “the 
bias of the world.” Actor Ted van Griethysen, 
offers an even better anti-type as Cardinal 
Pandulph who oozes through the play with 

  

dubious repose. His shrewd insight into King 
John’s plans to secretly murder the boy, 
Arthur, seethes with Milton’s Satan. 

Aristotle believed that the difference be- 
tween history and poetry follows not by 
their different form, verse or prose, but by the 
fact that “one relates what has happened, the 
other what may happen.” If this be the case, 
then what makes us, critics in particular, 
consider “King John” a play and not merely 
a history; and why a bad one at that? The 
Shakespeare Theatre’s performance will per- 
suade you more than any written argument 
ever could to ignore the critics and recon- 
sider the importance and brilliance of “King 
John.” 
  

Editor’s Note: “The Life and Death of 
King John” is at the Shakespeare Theatre 
through March 6. For more information 
call 202.547.1122.   
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Basketball Films 

Capture Dreams 
S THE NCAA MEN’S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
approaches, visions of last-second shots and 
roken dreams appear in the minds of every 

college basketball fan. While nothing compares to 
actually being at a ballgame, attempts have been made 
to portray the joy and sadness of the sport on the 
silver screen. 

From high school to the streets of New York City, 
basketball is a universal game that captures the 
attention of movie audiences all over the nation. 
Two movies over the past fifteen years relate the 
emotions of being a basketball player and experienc- 
ing the game as a fan particuarly well: “Hoosiers” 
and “Hoop Dreams.” 

The latter is not really a movie at all. “Hoop 
Dreams” is a documentary that follows the trials and 
tribulations of two high school basketball players 
from Chicago who are trying to gain entrance to a top- 
notch college basketball program. College basketball 
fans in Chapel Hill, Madison and Storrs all covet one 
prize: the national championship. This drive towards a 
successful program causes college coaches to recruit 
players at a young age, which puts tremendous 
pressure on 14 and 15-year old boys to perform at a 
high level. A heavy burden also comes from parents, 
girlfriends, and high school coaches. 

Director Steve James follows two talented high 
school freshmen, William Gates and Arthur Agee, 
through their high school campaign, and the experi- 
ences of these two young men are spellbinding. From 
a Nike basketball camp where the likes of Mike 
Krzysweki watch Gates tear ligaments in his knee to 
the projects where the boys grow up, James does a 
wonderful job bringing the dreams of Gates and Agee 
to the big screen. Most fans do not realize how many 
players never play at the collegiate level, and how 
quickly a family’s dream can disappear. Treated like 
pieces of meat by their high school basketball 
coaches, the two boys seem so innocent in a process 
full of characters looking to take advantage of 
talented inner-city youngsters. 

Hoop Deaming 
  

You may think that “Hoop Dreams” is only for die- 
hard Hoya fans, but therein lies the beauty of this 
documentary. Following Gates and Agee helped me to 
understand what has happened to college sports in 
America. No longer is this game full of young men 
having fun; it has become a business. Multi-million 
dollar corporations sponsor camps where coaches 
watch boys play basketball for the simple reason of 
filling an arena. Nonetheless, the final message of 
“Hoop Dreams” is that these two boys are living the 
dreams of their families. All four parents realize that 
the only way to leave the Chicago ghetto is with an 
orange ball and a jumpshot. : 

In direct contrast to the aforementioned documen- 
tary is the 1986 classic “Hoosiers.” Set in rural 
Indiana, about as far away as possible as anyone 
could get from urban Chicago, this film revolves 
around a run-down high school coach, a town drunk, 
_and a group of high school boys looking to live a 
dream. Full of both optimism and despair, Coach 
Norman Dale (Gene Hackman) has reached the highest 
levels of the college game, but now resides at the 
bottom of the barrel. He’s given one more opportunity 
to coach at a small high school in Indiana. 

As in “Hoop Dreams,” “Hoosiers” is based upon a 
true story, but the movie expands upon the story by 
examining the team, the town, and how basketball can 
relate to life. One of the more amusing and fascinating 
characters is Shooter (Dennis Hopper), an alcoholic 
basketball nut who cheers on the team in a fashion |, 
that only Hopper himself could invent. While Shooter 
adores the sport, Coach Dale has seen better days, 
and this becomes quite apparent from the outset. 
However, as the season progresses, both Dale and 
the audience become more involved in the outcome of 
each game. I quickly found myself rooting for the 
small group of Indiana high school basketball players. 

Beyond the Court 
  

What makes this movie better than any of the other 
basketball films produced since 1986 is the way in 
which director David Anspaugh translates questions 
about basketball into an examination of each 
character’s life. 
The film’s only drawback is that the plot is directed 

to only one audience: basketball fans. The other 
subplots that surround the team’s move towards the 
state title are not substantial enough to cause a non- 
basketball fan to enjoy “Hoosiers.” This should not 
discourage anyone from avoiding an excellent portrayal 
of a town’s obsession with its basketball team. 

These two films may appear different. One is a 
realistic portrayal of growing up in the inner city and 
trying to emulate the success of Isiah Thomas, while 
the other shows a down-and-out coach who motivates 
a group of youngsters to capture the ultimate prize. 
“Hoosiers” and “Hoop Dreams” are driven together 
by the love of a simple game; a game so simple it 
brings forth emotions in people from Chicago, Ill. to 
Gary, Ind. 
Work stoppages and television commercials may 

invade the sport in arenas across the nation, but in 
cinema, at least for now, basketball parallels the game 
oflife. 

fre 
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Cage Makes Big Screen Return in ‘SMM’ 
By ERic CHRISTENSEN : 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

Academy Award-winner Nicholas Cage (“The Rock,” 
“Face/Off”) plays P.I. Tom Welles, a surveillance specialist 
known for his “discretion” in “8MM.” With a wife, Amy 
(Catherine Keener of “Your Friends and Neighbors”), and 
daughter Cindy, Welles lives a quiet life in Harrisburg, Pa. 
That is, until Welles’ life is thrown into chaos when he is 

hired by a widow to discover the origin of an 8 milimeter 
film her husband had kept locked away in his vault. 

Criss-crossing the nation from Pennsylvania to Cleve- 
land to Hollywood and New York City, Welles enters the 
underground world of snuff porn — which is, essentially, the 
marketing of rape and murder that has been videotaped and 
placed on cassettes — with a street-smart adult bookstore 
clerk, Max 

(Joaquin Phoenix 
of . “Clay Pi- 
geons,” “Return to 
Paradise”), as his 
guide. Welles, 
haunted by the image of the murder of a young woman 
caught on film, faces horrific evils and amoral villains, and 

is forever changed. 
Director Joel Schumacher takes on the subject of taboo 

films (fittingly enough, after “Batman & Robin”) with a few 
new tricks up his sleeve. The source? The movie “Seven.” 
As with “Seven,” “8MM?” screenwriter Andrew Kevin 

Walker again displays his ability to create seedy under- 
worlds populated with colorful devils. Schumacher is said 
to have borrowed some techniques from “Seven” — which 

was directed by David Fincher — to improve “8MM.” 
Therefore, as was the case with “Seven,” if you can withstand 

the gore and violence, you should enjoy this film. “8MM” has 
enough amazing talent on both sides of the camera that it 
should rank as one of the top thrillers of the season, if not the 

year. That is, if Joel Schumacher doesn’t screw it up. 

200 Cigarettes 

It’s New Year’s Eve 1981 in New York’s East Village in 
Paramount Pictures’ latest comedy, “200 Cigarettes.” This 
ensemble cast picture follows the lives of several groups of 
twenty-somethings as they make funny, tragic, and even 
life-altering decisions in their search for romance, relation- 
ships, truth, and one-night stands. 

The movie culminates when all the characters end up in 
Monica (Martha Plimpton of “The Goonies” and “I Shot 
Andy Warhol”) and Hillary’s (Catherine Kellner) apart- 
ment. Along the way, the audience sees a bartender, (Ben 
Affleck, “Good Will Hunting”), a disco cabdriver (Dave 
Chapelle, “Half Baked”), and various other New Yorkers 

that include Angela Featherstone (“Con Air”), Janeane 
Garofalo (“The Truth About Cats and Dogs”), Christina 

  

-Ricci (“The Addams Family”) and Jay Mohr (“Jerry 
Maguire”). Be sure to be on the look out for various musical 
stars’ cameos — this is an MTV picture, remember. 

Directed by Risa Bramon Garcia and written by Shana 
Larsen, “200 Cigarettes” is being billed as the next “Diner” or 
“American Graffiti.” Even if it does not live up to those 
standards, with this cast and script, “200 Cigarettes” should do 

well in the box office. And if it’s not even that good, you can 
at least get an 80s nostalgia trip — a cross section. of teeny- 
boppers, punk rockers, and East Village performance artists. 
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IN THE DARK: Nicholas Cage stars in ‘SMM’. 
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| De Niro, Crystal Team Up in Gangster Comedy 

CAN WE TALK: From left, Robert De Niro, Billy Crystal and Lisa Kudrow star in ‘Analyze This’. 

  
  

  

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS. 
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Boombotz who wear Valentino suits. 
While in therapy, De Niro really shines as he acts unlike anything you would expect from 

the typical De Niro mafioso character. Who would expect a mob boss to start crying during 
a Merrill Lynch commercial? In fact, the first time De Niro starts blubbering, it seems too 
strange. This new angle is what attracted De Niro and his production firm, Tribeca Productions 

Movie Review 

to the role. However, Billy Crystal is not to be outdone. His one-liners and feigned Brooklyn 
accent are very amusing. Even Lisa Kudrow gets a few laughs. Add all these actors together 
and sprinkle in a couple Godfather spoofs, and you have one funny movie. 

Behind the camera, Harold Ramis directs. With the exception of “Groundhog Day,” 
Ramis has not had a hit since his directorial debut, “Caddyshack.” “Analyze This” could 
be his return to recognition and respectability. 

‘The Other Sister’ Teaches a Valuable Lesson 
Director Marshall, Stars Keaton and Lewis are Effective in Touching Film 
By IAN HARTMAN-O’CONNELL 

  

lan Hartman-O Connell can be reached at 

hartmani@gusun.georgetown.edu   Hoya STAFF WRITER   

Becoming entangled in life’s twists and * 
turns is an easy task to accomplish. 
With all of the activities, jobs and 

classes in which students involve them- 
selves, many people feel as if there were 
no end to each tumultuous week. How- 
ever, these feelings need to be placed in 
perspective. The craziness of life in the 
District of Columbia can envelop even 
the most serene individual. 

This is when we need the help of an 
artist, whether in an art gallery or amovie 
theater, to bring to light those who are less 
fortunate and face decisions in everyday, 
life far more difficult than most people deal 
with during their whole lifetime. 

In “The Other Sister,” which opens in 
theaters today, director Garry Marshall 
sheds light on how one family deals with 
its mentally retarded daughter. : 
The Tates, an upstanding and wealthy 

family living in the San Francisco area, 
welcome home their daughter Carla 

(Juliette Lewis), who has grown up in a 
school for retarded children. As the movie 
progresses, the mother (Diane Keaton) 
attempts to wrestle with the fact that she 
missed watching her daughter grow into 
an adult. Carla Tate enters into a poly- 
technic school and befriends a boy named 
Daniel (Giovanni Ribisi), who is also men- 
tally retarded. This relationship grows 
into affection and they eventually fall 
deeply in love. . 
Two of the best performances in the film 

include the work of Lewis and Ribisi, who 
accurately emulate mentally handicapped 
adults. Although these two characters 
may not comprehend the environment in 
which they live as well as the rest of us do, 
the devotion they show for each other is 
deeper than any love most adults ever 
find. Daniel’s fondness for Carla includes 
drunken speeches and late-night journeys 
through Texas. 

While Daniel and Carla fall in love, 
Marshall builds several subplots to con- 
trast the main story line. One of the most 

revealing and insightful episodes that 
portrays how all human beings, no matter 
how mentally developed, yearn to love, 
includes a parallel drawn between Carla’s 
emotions and the upcoming marriage of 
her sister. Carla’s sister may be perceived 
as “normal,” but the love that she shows 
for her new husband is no deeper than the 
devotion that Carla feels for Danny. 

A second parallel that Marshall devel- 
ops throughout the film includes Daniel’s 
favorite film, “The Graduate.” The love he 
shows towards Carla mirrors Dustin 
Hoffman’s repeated attempts at marrying 
Mrs. Robinson’s daughter. This cinematic 
comparison adds to the main story. 

What will hold this film back from reach- 

ing widespread success is the Cinderella- 
like touches put onto the script. The story 
involves a family in conflict and a couple 
in love who, no matter the obstacles, will 
find each other. 
This film is released by Disney, and 

the production company’s fingerprints 
can be found in almost every scene. 

The development of each character and 
every conflict lead to a conclusion 
where nothing can go wrong. By deal- 
ing with people who understand their 
situation and can comprehend that they 
are not as mentally developed as the 
rest of the society, writer Alexandra 
Rose should have realized that life does 

+ not always end with roses and march- 
ing bands. 

This film is not for the faint of heart. If 
you head for the theater searching for a 
romantic comedy or an action-packed 
thriller, then “The Other Sister” was not 
intended for you. 
Watching how our society treats men- 

tally retarded adults is painful and the 
only redeeming quality to the experience 
is enjoying the love that Carla and Daniel 
show for each other. However, everyone 
should realize that this is not “My Left 
Foot” or “What’s Eating Gilbert Grape,” 
because it does not realistically tackle 
the question of a family’s relationship 
with handicapped relatives.
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THIS WEEK'S 

COMPILED BY KEVINJOYCE 
and DASH ROBINSON 

FRIAY 
Before you embark on another epic night of bar 

carousing and general debauchery, take in some student 

theater at Poulton Hall. As the clock strikes midnight, 

Mask and Bauble will transform the stage into 

“Desdemona: the Story of a Handkerchief,” a fresh, 

hilarious take on “Othello.” Be prepared for more a bit 

more of a relaxed, experimental atmosphere than you might 

find at the theater, and enjoy your fellow student’s 

performances. Also, it’s absolutely free. 

SAPURDAY 
For all those would-be-ravers who queud up for 

hours at the re-opening of Buzz, learn your lesson 

and get to Studio 54 early. Yes, Studio 54 makes a 

grand opening in our corner of D.C. tonight. Accord- 

ing to their provocative advertisements, they would 

like you all to “come experience the real thing.” 

What exactly that it, you'll all have to find out. 

Advice from the sagacious Guide: be prepared for a 

hefty cover, all things exotic and most importantly, 

dress weird. 

Studio 54 is located ar 911'F St., NW, Washington, 

D.C. 

SUNDRY 
Natalie Merchant brings every one of her numerous 

“thank-you’s” to the Lyric Opera House in Baltimore, 

Md. tonight, and tonight only. Hot off her participation 

in Lilith Fair, Merchant is poised to please all fans of her 

unique brand of rock. Tickets are still available, but 

may not last long. 
For information and address, call 202.3939.930, and 

Jor tickets call TicketMaster at 202.432.SEAT 

MI@NDAY 
Disco icons and *70s celebs Randy Newman (recently 

from Vol. 2 of the Boogie Nights soundtrack) and the 

ubiquitous K.C. and the Sunshine Band will be giving a 

free performance at the Kennedy Center tonight at 6 p.m. 

The show is part of the Millennium Stage concert series 

being put on by the Kennedy Center throughout our 

voyage to the year 2000. It will be located in the Grand 

Foyer, and, best of all, will cost absolutely nothing. So 

do a little dance, make a little love, and get down 

tonight. 

For details, call 202.467.4600 

        

Hip- -hop heads, this is the night for you. Jay- -Z’s “Hard 

Knock Life” tour comes rolling through the MCI Center 

tonight, featuring Redman, Method Man, DMX and, of 

course, Jigga himself. Jay-Z took home the award for 

Best Rap Album at the Grammys, so we'll see if this will 

inspire him to give a good performance, or just mail it 

in. Method Man is great in concert, especially solo, and 

Redman’s choppy, beat-heavy jams are perfect concert 

fodder. It’s a bit pricy, but worth it if you’re into seeing 

some old hands rekindle the fire. 

For more information, call Ticketmaster at 

800.432.SFAT. 

  

Lighter’ is the best medicine for those midterm blues, 

so get cured at the Improv, America’s premier comedy 

club since 1963. Tonight it’s the opening show of Chris 

Paul, of the WPGC morning show. While you're there 

you can grab a bite to eat. 

The Improv is located at 1140 Connecticut Ave., NW. 

For more information or dinner reservations, call 

202.296.7008 » 

  

Before you fly off to.spring break heaven, visit hell. 

Or, more precisely, party at the ’80s dance party held 

every Thursday night at the Heaven and Hell Club. 

Celebrity DJ Jon will be there sporting his dashing mug 

and making you forget the whole hell motif, and the 

prospect of hell in general. That’s how good it’s going 

to be. : 

Club Heaven and Hell is located ar 2327 18" St, NW, 

Adams Morgan. For more information, check out 

www. 80sDanceParty.com, or call 703.522.4227 
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Last year, when I went to Cabaret, the 

charity rock concert ended with a man tear- 
ing off his pants and throwing them to the 
crowd. Because of that, this year there was 

little doubt in my mind whether or not I 
should return for Cabaret *99. Maybe I didn’t 
catch anybody’s clothing, but the evening 
was definitely one well spent. 

For nearly 30 years, every spring, students 
have staged a charity rock concert to benefit 
D.C. Schools — a tutoring program for inner 
city youth. The concert, in essence, is a cover 

band fronted by Georgetown students at 
their rocking, and occasionally raunchy, best. 
This year was no different. In keeping with the 

spirit of the occasion, Erin Durkay (SES ’99) 
performs a Janet Jackson medley which, in her 

own words, consists of “wearing vinyl and 
throwing men around on stage.” That seemed 
a pretty apt description for me. 

But even if semi-nude prancing isn’t your 
bag, baby, there’s bound to be something 
extremely .fun and enthusiastically enter- 
taining at Cabaret. For the kids longing for 
Jersey, Tim Tracy (COL 01) serenades the 
crowd with “Living on a Prayer” in full 
costume and Bon Jovi wig. It’s enough to 

make a weaker man weep. I myself did not 
cry, but instead drank more beer. 

Beer, of course, was the reason for Cabaret’s 

curious move to the Black Cat this year. Held 
at. the Bayou in previous years, the show 
moved to the Black Cat — after the Bayou 

closed — to allow continued alcohol sales to 
of age concert goers. The clever ploy worked. 
And the older kids drank. 

The show went on and the crowd was treated 
to a diverse mix of songs. Fabian Saucedo 
(COL 99) performed a convincing rendition 

of Cake’s “I Will Survive” and Luna Samman 
(COL ’01) delighted spectators with “Groove 

is in the Heart.” And, of course, who could 

forget Cabaret’s beloved Jesuit, Pat Conroy, 

S.J., who borrowed a lyrical page from ‘“There’s 
Something About Mary” and performed 
“Build Me Up Buttercup.” 

The experience, overall, is one severely 
enjoyed. Consider yourself fortunate if you're 
able to make Saturday’s final showing. 

“There’s nothing really like this at 
Georgetown,” Durkay said. “It’s not a 

Cabaret ’99 a Little Raunchy, a Lot of Fun 
cappella. It’s not a musical. It’s sex'drugs 
and rock ’n roll.” 

Well, OK, there aren’t exactly drugs, but 
honestly how can you perform Janet Jack- 
son or Dee-Lite without a healthy dose of ° 
sex? Exactly. But in the end, those are your 
classmates up on stage and all of the pro- 
ceeds go to a good cause. 

“It’s a rock concert where you a the 
star,” Durkay said, before her performance 

as she donned a leather bra. Or at least you 
wish you did. 

Editor’s Note: Cabaret '99 is Saturday 
Feb. 27 at the Black Cat, 1831 14th St NW. 
Tickets are 88 in advance and $10 at the 
door. Doors open at 9 p.m. The show starts 
at 9:30. For more information call 
202.667.7960. : 
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BUFFALO SOLDIERS: The alternative/ska group ‘Buffalo Tom’ will be perforing at the 9:30 club on Saturday. 

= 3 

COURTESY EASTWEST RECORDS 

CALENDAR 
Friday, Feb. 26 

‘Big-time promoter Michael Romeo 
presents the grand opening of Infinity, the 

latest blend of dance, music, fashion, and 

style. Proper attire is a must. 

Infinity is located at 1073 31st St.NW. 

Call 301.984.8835 

  

| Saturday, Feb. 27 
Georgetown Cabaret '99 hits the Black 

Cat tonight, with all student acts. Go and 

see your friends make fools of themselves, 

then make fun of them for all eternity. 

The Black Cat is located at 1831 14th 

St, NW. Call 202.667.7960 

| sunday, Feb. 28 
Rush to the Shakespeare Theatre to see 

one of the final performances of their 
stunning production of “King John.” The 

show starts at 7:30 p.m. 

| The Shakespeare Theatre is located at 

| 450 7th St, NW. Call 202.547.1122 

  

  

Monday, Mar. 1 
When was the last time you went to a 

bead museum? Now’s your chance, 

because the Bead Museum of D.C. has a 

extensive collection of intriguing talismans, 
| amulets and beads from South Asia. 

The Bead Museum of D.C. is located at 
| 400 7th St, NW. Suite 202. 

  

| Tuesday, Mar. 2 

You have a few days to get prepared for 

spring break. What have you forgotten? 

| Your new tattoo. Yeah, you know the one. 

| Go get it at Jinx Proof Tattoos and Piercing. 

{ Open from noon to 10 p.m., walk-ins and 

| appointments welcome. 
: Jinx Proof is located at 3306 M St., NW. 

Call 202.337.JINX 

  

  

Wednesday, Mar. 3 

An exhibit of Japanese contemporary 

| bamboo artcraft opens tonight at the Japanese 
Information and Culture ‘Center. The artist, 

| Kazuaki Honma, will give a lecture at 7 p.m. 

The Japan Information and Culture Center 
| is located 1155 21 St.; NW. Call 
1 202.238.6949 

Thursday, Mar. 4 
Get weird before spring break and check 

out Billy Bermingham’s Porno-Cheezoid 

epic, “Cannibal Cheerleaders on Crack!” 

showing at the Metro Café. Tickets are 

$10, doors open at 7 p.m., show starts at 

  

The Metro Café 1522 14th St, NW. 
  

  

  
Call 202.462.9867 
  RET 

AND SO IT GOES ... 

Of Landmines and Other Explosive Issues 
“Well,” Tammy said, rubbing the butt of her cigarette into 

the eagerly awaiting brick wall, “We need a cause.’ 
Michael shook back his rebel-length locks and adjusted 

his stylish out-of-style glasses. Tammy’s statement did not 
warrant a response. 

“Of course we need a cause, Tammy, why do you think 
we're here?” Stuart said, mentally calculating the average 
IQ of all those present. Whatever their next cause was, it had 
better look good on Stuart’s law school application. 

“You know what I really hate? I hate those ridiculous 
signs around campus. What if we protested those?” 
Shelley volunteered. “What if we tried to do something 
about those signs?” 

“Shelley,” Stephen spoke up, “Even the activists on 
campus ‘would be forced to notice the irony of putting up 
signs for a club to stop people from putting up signs. Forget 
it, Ilwon’t do it. We might as well protest the evil aliens from 
the planet GRAP-norg.” 

“We could protest aliens,” Michael mused aloud. 
“War? We could protest war!” Tammy exclaimed, proud 

of her own discovery. “Everyone hates war. Who could 
object to protesting war?” 

“Wait a minute,” Stuart said, standing up as an idea 
floated through his body and out of his mouth, “Maybe not 
war, but what if...” 

As of 3 o’clock on Monday afternoon, 125 students had 

signed a petition to “Undermine Landmines,” vowing to put 
an end to the use of landmines throughout the world. 
Tammy was correct: Who could object to protesting war? 

Excuse me, but for who at Georgetown University are 
landmines an enormous problem? 

According to the Peace Action Coalition’s much quoted 
statistics, every twenty minutes someone is killed by a 
landmine. Just a thought, but does anyone know what the 
rate of death is for lightning? What about spontaneous 
combustion? And while you're at it, check into commu- 
nism; surely every thirty minutes someone is killed by 
communism. Anyone want to throw a bake sale to stop 
communism? I have my signs ready and everything: “Buy 
a cookie, stop the commies.” 

Monday morning, Red Square was an obstacle course of | 
bubble wrap and brown paper, along with the creative 
sidewalk chalk drawings that none of the activists seem 
able to part with. Yes, the landmine replica of bubble wrap 
and brown paper was clever, and effective — at least for the 
first four people to pass through Red Square at 8 am. 

The part of the obstacle course that I found most enter- 
taining was the pink scribbles that say “Mine” or “Boom — 
you lost a leg.” Personally, I wasn’t fooled. Maybe some- 
one else was, and if so, I apologize for mocking your lack of 
intelligence. The thing is, there are no landmines in Red 

Square, nor did anyone believe that there were. And when 
tested, 99 percent of 

Georgetown students 
were able to success- 

fully identify pink chalk 
scribbled on a sidewalk 
as pink chalk scribbled 
on a sidewalk. 

Actually, what wor- 

ries me most about the 
faux landmines in Red 
Square is the possible 
backlash from other 
campus groups. If this 
landmine simulation is 
what is necessary to 
prove a point, it isn’t 
long before other 
groups will follow with 

similar demonstrations. The outilonts club will run after 
students, hurling bugs and sticks to simulate life in the 
outdoors. The pro-lifers will arm themselves with vacuum 
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‘cleaners, while the pro-choicer’s can shoot darts of semen 

at women and shout “Now tell me how it feels to be a 
mommy!” The possibilities are endless. 

It is true, my angered readers, that landmines and the 
destruction that they cause are devastating. It is true that 
we at Georgetown are the future leaders of America. But, 
there must be a limit to the delusions of grandeur that our 

pompous peers buy into. What’s our next crusade, plate 

tectonics? Okay, I'll protest plate tectonics. And weather. 
Do you have any idea how many people weather kills per 
year? Landmines, plate tectonics, and weather all have one 

thing in common: No easy solution. 
Personally, I blame the Georgetown Solidarity Committee 

for the emergence of the whole landmine issue. Someone 
check the names on the petition and cross-reference them 
with a list of the GSC members. I’m curious about how many 

of the grafitti-writing-sixties-revivalists-had-to-go-to-the- 
bathroom-in-pairs crusaders woke up empty the morning | 
after their full disclosure was granted. Then they went 
running to the next cause they stumbled upon...landmines. 
Pun most certainly intended. 

Peace Action Coalition is advocating that the United 
States sign a petition vowing not to use landmines as a 
military tactic in the future. SFS students have sworn never 
to sign the petition due to the importance of landmines as 
a tactical weapon. This is war, not a pothole on a day trip 
to the mall; we're talking about sacrificing our military 

“strength, and thus renouncing our standing as a leading 
world power. This should make GSC happy, for eventually 
they will be able to fight the sweatshops in their own 
backyard, rather then using the U.S. influence to bring 
change to less privileged countries. Soon we will be a less 
privileged country. 

And what about the landmines already in existence? 
What do we do about those? The only viable option 
appears to be to send experienced landmine veterans into 
the fields of the landmine infested countries to find and 
dispose of the landmines. Apparently, we're willing to ° 
sacrifice a life as long as it is one that we choose to sacrifice. 

There is an upside to the whole landmine dilemma. If the 
Peace Action Coalition succeeds in their quest for getting 
rid of all existing landmines, I predict the end of the landmine 
crusade. Internal feuding and group disagreements will 
tear the group apart. After all, it would be pretty difficult for 
the club to collectively agree upon which constitutes the 
worse working condition: a sweatshop or a field of 
landmines? .   
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